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the management of Fred G. and B. G.
Btrger. in their new Serio-Comic Drama by
BRONSON HOWARD, Esq.,

under

BARON RUDOLPH
Sale of seats
H#ua1 price#.

commences

Wednesday, Nov. 16th.
novl4-dtd

Newbury Street Church Entertainment.
Tb# yotfng people of the Newbury street Church
Will fire an enter la'nmeut in tbeir church on Tuesday evening Not. 22. The programme will consist
of Reading, Singing and Dialogues, the proc eds for
the benefit of a new Organ. Refreshment# will be
for sale in the Vestry at a reasonable rate. Admission 15 cents, doors open at 7, concert commence#
novlO d3t
at 8.
Come one, come all.
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CITY HALL,
by Chandler’s Band.

Tiaket* admitting gentleman and lady 76 cts.
novl7-dtd
Gallery single ticket, 26 cts.

a.T-—

s

HALL.

WILSON & CO.’S.
RAISINS,

NEW

CITRON,
PRUNES,
FIGS,
GRAPES,
SHAG BARKS,
Shaker Apple Sauce,
Vermont Cider Jelly,
Atmore’s Mince Meat,
“

-IN ONE-

«RAM FESTIVAL CONCERT,
at 8 P. E

Monday Evening, Nov. 21,

2,000

CURRANTS,

MINE. ETELKA GERSTER,

✓

Plum Pudding,

One •( the

eaienable Pleasures
Of life, a properly cooked meal, afford'* little or no
present enjoyment and much suDsequent torture to a
confirmed dyspeptic. But when chronic indigestion
is combatted with Hostetter’s S'omach Bitters, the
food is eaten with relish, and most important of all,
is assimilated by and nourishes the >ystein.
Use
this grand tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation biliousn* 88, rheumatism, fever and ague.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.

i

New

-FAMILIES-

CHEESE,

Preserves, Jellies, Jams,
Sardines, Mushroom ■<,
&c., &c.

Mew Portland Roller

SKATING RINK.

Honey.

(Corner of Pearl and Silver Street®.)

Fine Goods

GRAND’OPENING

Specialty.

a

Thanksgiving Day.
■erning, Afternoon and Evening.

Sk&tirg surface 150 ft. long, 40 ft. wide. Waitlag r#on»s, Coat rooms, &c.—heated by steam.
dtf

■ovl5

MEW

Cor Exchange

Federal St.

and

eodt]an27

novlO

PORTLAND

THEATBE,

NOVEMBER 28,

B0B80IV & CRANE,
SHARPS AND FEATS.

IN

n

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.

order to close out

some

styles

EVERY THURSDAY EVENING
Commencing Not. 8d.
Single admission Gent with Ladies,
for a coarse of eix ai»8embli6S, $3.00.

Yeast i» -xteneively counterfeited
Notice carefully our Isabel, which is primed on yel
low paper, and bears signature of Gaff, Fleiscbmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

BECKFOBD,
GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,

76 c. Tickets
oct27d5m

Federal Street,

have reduced the

price

so as

to

insure

a

speedy sale.
•

the best Goods and in all the desirable shades.
We shall also offer Special Bargains in

are

Decker Bros

them.
store you will find the best $1.50 RUBBER
Please

Also

choice stock of tirst-class

Samuel Thurton,
3 Free 8t.

Block,

JUTLAND
fill

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Z 5 Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

arch 13, 1881.

STREET,

Fitted complete with the

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

dtf

Jy29

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
OPPOSITE

Mary J. Holmes.

Jost publbhed:—mndclinc. A splendid new
sell bo
novel by Mrs Mary J. Holmes, whose n
enormously, and are read and re-read with such in-

FALMOUTH

Fine Portrait Work
Especial

Facilities

for

a

HOTEL.

Specialty

Fife Size Crayons.

Aims—TO EIjEASE.

j]y7eodt

Beautifully bound, price fl.60.

•»#Also hands me new editions of Mrs. Holmes,
other works—Teiupeet and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Edith Lyle—Edna Browning—M-irian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest House-etc., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS:

Fleming.
may Agnes
Another ‘ntenselv In
Heart.

* < Imiiiv(<I
novel by May Amts FltmingHinho
terwti
Wlfe-A
of th..«e eaoital novels <iuy Karlscourt’s
Wo derful Woman—Mad Marriage—Silentairflrue
bound,
Beautifully
—Los
for a Woman—etc.

“v ue“

price *1.60.

T:of;.CABI'ETON*

CO"

oeSatSSin?'

NOTICE.
new Draw in the Eastern Rail Road
Harbor Commie
The
sioncrs is now open for the passage of vessels.
date.
old Draw will be closed after this
nov!7d3t
Nor. 16th, 1681.

THEharing been accepted by the

C. E. JOSE & CO.

oclO

dtf

T. J.

AKELEY&CO^

Carriage Manufacturers,

jyels

terest.

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

Bridge

OEO.P.KAWELLA CO.

Advertising Agents,
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
lO MPKl'CE STREET, NEW TURK
The Panes mar oe found on file a our omce
NEW IOBJ*
4 PARK BOW

Gold
.’Tied a I
Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled “the
Science of Lite or, Self-Preservation;” bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 300
pp. contains beautiful s eel engravings, 125
prescriptions,

by maili
7yrnw »ravorf r Pri<*6 Gn*y
AliUYV i fl I otiLt .illustrated sample, 6 eents; send
n- w Addr ss,
p«abody Medical Institute or JOr. W.
H. PARKER, Ne. 4 Bulflnch st., Boston.
s1-26

86111

auglSdeodly

21 and 23 Preble Street
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Carriages of all descriptions of onr
own manufacture. The lowest prices
in the-State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Usury Laws.*
object the Society
for Political'Education (New York) has proposed to itself, it has issued as NumoerFour
of it* Pamphlet Publications, a small tract
on the subject of Usury Laws, and has succeeded in putting within 66 pages all that
This
can be said for or against these laws.
little tract will supply a long felt want, for
treatises on the Usury Laws are not accessible to the public. The letters of Jeremy
Bentham and the essay of Turgot are buried
in the complete works of those writers, and
the best writings of less-known economists
issued as
on this subject have usually been
if not
difficult
it
is
therefore
and
pamphlets,
impossible, to obtain them. This issue by
the Society contains, first, an abridgment of
Jeremy Bentham’s letters, which have not
suffered by the abridgment; second, the
more important sections of a letter by John

the

present status

polis the

of the

Usury

Laws in

was

instructed to let in

none

but the “bet-

working ever since last summer
permanent cover for the Century
Magazine. The new cover, which is just
completed, is to consist, not of one design,
but really of five—four of them for the differs nt seasons of the year. Surrounding
each are appropriate emblems for every
upon

a

month in the year. The midwinter cover
will, perhaps, be the most striking of all, as
In the background is seen the Aurora Borealis. The general color of the paper of the
present cover will be preserved, whilst the
ink will be of somewhat deeper tint, and the
general massing of the letters will also be

retained; otherwise,

the

design

is

entirely

fresh and original.
The first novel given by aestheticism to
literature will be “Prudence”, by Mrs. John
Lillie, to be begun in an early number of
Harper’s Magazine. Mrs. Lillie is an
American lady who has lived for some time
in London, where she has studied her subjects from the life, and her story is said by
those who have seen the manuscript to be a
faithful picture. The illustrations are by
George du Maurier, the inventor of Maudle
and Postle waite.

Physicians
Endorsed the
Remarkable
Following
Document:
or

Messrs. Seabury Sc Johnson, Manufacturing Chemists, 21 Platt St., Mew York:
GentlemenPor the past few years we
have sold various brands of Parous Plas-

Physicians and the Pablio prefer

BenBon^sCagcin^Porou^Pl^tg

to all

others. We consider them one of the very
few reliable household remedies worthy
of confidence. They are superior to all
or

Liniments for

external use.

edition of James T. Fields’s “Yesterdays with Authors” will be issued for
Christmas. It will contain ten fine steel portraits as follows: Dickens as a young man,
Dickens later in life, Thackeray, Pope,
Wordsworth, Miss Mitford, Hawthorne as a
young man, Hawthorne later in life, Barry
A

new

P(M>nnrn11

onH

T.oirrli

TTlint

Qrtmn nf tVlPSA

in oil and

were engraved from portraits
erayon which hung in Mr. Fields’s library.

Atlanta Constitution: “Mahoneism is
only Republicanism. Its entire national
meaning is the perpetuity of the Republican
more, nothing less. In other
words, it rests with the people of the Southern States to-day to say whether the Republican party shall rule this country a generation to come, or whether it shall go out in
1881, never to resume business at the old

party—nothing

genuine
Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and eo recognised by
physicians and druggists.

You will be disappointed if yen use
cheap Plasters, Liniments, Pads or Electrical Magnetio toys.
REMEDY AT LAST. Price
AKIJRE
MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
SScta.

S.Wswlly

(nol)

m WALTtABI AND ELGIN
Watcb.es.
in COIN SILVER

CASES,

The election of Senator Davis’s successor
is a question which is attracting much attention in Illinois. There are five candidates spoken of. C. B. Farwell, General T.
J. Henderson, General Green B. Raum,
General John I. Rinaker, and Governor S.
M. Cullom.
Thomas Hardt, the eminent English
novelist, author of “Far from the Madding
Crowd,” “The Return of the Native,” etc.,
is writing a serial story for the Atlantic

41m

individual beauties—for they are among the
songs that the ear aud heart hold, and that
sing themselves over and over in their spontaneous
pielody. The illustrations by Miss

Northam and Messrs. Murphy and Garrett are
excellent. It will be among the most saleable
of this season’s gift-books; the charm of the
poems and the excellent style of its edition,
afforded at a moderate priee, will please
ers of fine but not extravagant gilts.

buy-

He Giveth HU Beloved Sleep. By Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Boston: Lee & Shepard ; Portland: Bailey & Noyes). This favorite
poem is reprinted as a holiday gift-book, with
the advantages of excellent paper and type.
As to Miss L. B. Humphrey’s illustrations—the
flower and leaf designs are good; the landicapes tolerable; the figures at once stiff and
boneless—a sort of “wood-pulp”
with meaningless countenances.

anatomy—

The Hudson. By Wallace Bruer (Boston:
Mifflu Sc Co.; Portland: Loring,
Short Sc Harmon). This volume in elegant
holiday dress, with spirited and finished illustrations by Mr. Alfred Fredericks, contains a
group of pleasant, easily written poems, de-

Houghton,

Hudson River scenery and leghave local popularity; and is
also a pleasant souvenir for those who have
journeyed in the picturesque region which it

scriptive of the
ends. It will

celebrates.
___

Pictures and Legends from Normandy and
Brittany. By Thomas and Katharine Macquoid (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). A work
of rare and thoroughly charming quality.
The authors have sojourned long enough in
Brittany and Normandy to become at one with

antique atmosphere or me region oi romance, the very water-spring of the great
stream of Arthurian story of legends of faery
and witch-lore and strange enchantment.
The writers heard local legends from the
the

beggars

Breton

who

are

inspired storytellers—

wild tales of elfin changelings, and of demon
boatmen and unforgiven wandering souls;
they saw the site of King Arthur’s castle of

Joyeuse-Garde, the ruins of the chateau of
Carnoiit, where is Baid to have lived Count
Commore, the original Bluebeard; they visited
Dinan, where Sir Bertrand Du Guesclin and

St. Thomas of Canterbury fought their duel,
and where the air must seem yet to ring with
steel on steel; and Chateau Gaillard, poised
on

its

promontory—the “saucy castle” which
swore by all the saints to

Philip Augustus

“take if it were made of iron,” and which
Bichard Cceur de Lion vowed to “hold if it
made of butter.”
Mr. and Mrs. Macquoid write in an artistic
and brilliant style, with the true instinct of
the storyteller; and the illustrations from Mr.
Macquoid’s sketches are admirable.
were

Anthropology. By Edward B. Tylor, D. C.
L., F. B. S. (New York: D. Appleton & Cc.;
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.) The an*
thor of this delightful contribution to science,
valuable and authoritative too as it is charming, need not have made bis ingenious plea for
a place for Anthropology in the long list of sciences to be studied. The tracing oat and comof civilizations and the progress of the
human race is an absorbing and remunerative
subject. The orderly and reasonable arrangethis volume will at
ment of the contents of
Professor Tylor beonce impress the reader.
regins by considering the large cycles of time
quired for developement of races, and the earliest traces of human existence which remain

parison

from the Stone Period. Next he proceeds to
discuss the origin of the human species; and
while giving full credit to animals for their instinct, wit, and capabilities of affection and
other moral qualities, he observes that it is
and suwrong to tttribute man’s difference
he cleverly
premacy to mental traits alone. As
says,
“If one looks at the illustrations to Beynard
the Fox, where the artist does bis best to represent the lion
holding a sceptre, the she-woli
flirting a fan, or the fox writing a letter; wnai
he really Bhows is, how ill adapted the limbs ol
being
quadrupeds are to such actions. toMan’s
his having
the ‘tool-using animal’ is due
hands to use the tool as well as mind to inven t

at

may seem, from these reflections, that Mr.
Stoddard’s book is an objectionable one, which
is not the case. It is s good book, so far as
right Intention and uncompromising choice of
good against evil may maka it—bat the reader

would rather have been spared the acquaintance

of some of its personages.

My Wife and My Wife's Sister. (Boston:
Roberta Brothers: Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon ) One of the beat written and most
attractive volumes of the piqnant No Name
Series to which it belongs. There is a practiced touch and a genuine literary quality
about this novel that distinguish it among the
light and pleasant fiction of ths day. The story is in autobiographical form, supposed to be
written by an old gentleman who introduces
himself in a somewhat carious fashion by
quoting a supposititious obituary notice
substance to that
lies in wsit
editorial
demise
in
the
for
bis
pigeonholes of the Boston Advertiser. By this ingenious method Mr. Paul Duchesne, without

himself, similar
darkly
which, be

of

in

suspects,

charge of egotism, gives

agreeable sketch
nnd Issba

/vim

of

an

interesting and

himself—though

nil meantxr

Ann

than

A

a briefer
waH Ann*

ducted journal would wish to print concerning a gentleman of his age, amiable and repectabie character, historical associations, and
There
a fifty years’ subscriDer to the journal!
is such an air of reality about this figure of
Mr. Duchesne that a visitor to Boston would
be apt to look for the old gentleman walking
along the sunny side of Beacon street. Born
in 1789, he has stories to tell of a period bril
liant in the political and social life of France.
The elegant traditions of the French tmigrO,
the dainty damsels bien elevSes under the care
of Mme. de Campan, so charmingly portrayed;
the picturesque account of the voyage to the
West Indies—which somehow has a fragrance
of the simple and exquisite romance of Paul
and Virginia; the quaint letter of the little
French maiden; the historic power of the

forr/itt story, are touched with the true artistic
fire, and illumine the original and graphic
story. It is one of the novels which carry
with entire conviction, because the history and
times to which they belong are not brought in
from outside like uninherited bric-a-brac, but
an atmosphere and foundation of the gracefu i
romance which they have suggested.
The Vicar’s People. By George Manvllle
Fenn. (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) A new
volume of the Trans-Atlantic Series of novels.
The scene is laid in the mining town of Carnac, and the bold and romantic scenery of this
region gives opportunity for some good descriptive passages, as well as for some hairbreadth
escapes and daring rescues. The story itself is

disagreeable; and the innate vulgarity of its
motif, to speak as mildly as may be, is in extraordinary contrast with the large scenery
which the author has chosen for a background.
The reader who is unfortunate enough to take
this novel for an hour’s amusement, will wish
that all the dramatiipersona together would
fall into the old mine and leave the scenery in
peace; and his next Impulse will find vent in a
muscular contraction of the arm that will be

likely

to

propel

the volume into the fire.

Is there a Christian Sabbath? (New York:
Brown & Derby) is a reprint of an anonymous
work concerning the observance of Sunday,
written by a gentleman of Northern Ohio. It
discusses a question so knotty and so delicate,
depending so much on individual conscience
auu

popular

custom

mav it is uut

w

*«vw

definite opinion upon tha anbject. The author is, very rightly, against undue rigidity in
Snnday-keeping, and ha writes with much
sense and fairmiudedness; bat it is mostly in
the way of modifying prejadioe and opening
free discussion of observances that such a work
a

is useful. The anthor appears to have no desire to more than suggest reasonable interchange of popular sentiment as to how far Sunday is to be kept as a day for religioas exercises
only, and how far harmless amassment is in
accordance with the meaning of the day of

Antony and Cleopatra, (New York: Harpers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is the latest addition to Prof. Rolfe’s admirable edition

_

their beginnings in gesture, emotional and imitative sounds or in picture-writing; the separation into families of languages; the arts of life
from the first attempts to su pply the needs of
food and warmth to the most elaborate canons
of verse, music and. painting; and lastly de-

chapters to sciences, religions, history
and society. So large a scope cannot of course
be exhaustively treated in the limits of any one
work; but the reader will greatly admire the
direct and intelligible thought, the ingenious
and interesting remarks and the fine propor
tions of this most attractive aid to ‘‘the study of
votes

mankind.”
Lionise, Queen of Prussia. By August KluckTranslated by Elizabeth H. Denie.
(Cambridge: Riverside Press; Portland: Loring.
Short & Harmon.) This beautiful memorial of
the lovely and unfortunate Queen Louise gives
a full history of her life in its domestic relations as well as its public conditions. It is well
translated; and its soft heavy paper and clear
type give the little pamphlet an air of elegance.
The frontispiece is a charming portrait of
Queen Louise.

hohn.

Half-Hours with Greek and Latin Authors.
G. H. Jennings and W. S. Johnstone,
(New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham) is a sizeable volume
of translations from olassic literature, many of

By

them by famous hands. The editors are favorably known for fine literary taste and practical

acquaintance

with

journalistic

and book-mak-

Every young man should add this
inspiring and solid volume to his library.
ing work.

Volcanoes. By John W. Judd.
Professor of Geology ia the Royal
Mines. (New York: D. Appleton
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.)
ume is an interesting addition to the

F. R. S.
School of
&

Co.;

This vol-

publish-

ers’ Popular Science series of books. It treats
of the nature and product of volcanic action,
the structure of volcanic centres and the lessons derived from them concerning the inward structure of the globe; concluding with a
for
survey of the theories formed to account
the origin of volcanic action.
Messrs. Harpers & Brothers of New York
for the use of students an excellent
edition of the Protagoras of Plato, with copious explanatory notes by Prof. E. G. Sihler.

publish

From the same publishing-house comes an apDr. Wm. Smith’s Initia Grieoa,

pendix to

Part I., which consists oi aauiuouai
and examination papers, containing also some
reading lessons with analysis of their sentences
which serves as an introduction to the second
of the work. Teachers and scholars will

part

with the gradual and progressive
of Dr. Smith’s instruction; the lessons
are short, and the author appears to have considered the pleasure of young scholars by mak-

pleased

of Shakspeare’s Plays. The passages quoted
from North’s Plutarch, illustrating ^the argument of the play are very valuable; and the
spirit and faithfulness of Professor Bolfe’i ed-

iting deserves all praise.
Caban Sketches. By James W. Steele
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon). This Is an exceedingly lively and witty volume, describing Cnba
and its ways with telling detail. Nothing escapes the author’s notice; and everything is
recorded in such an amusing and discriminating fashion that the reader feels like an eyewitness. The preface opens deliciously, the
writer declaring that his stay in Cuba was
against his will, that he wished himself elsewhere all the time he was there, and did not
make much money as American Consul. Ail
this is easy te believe—and the reminiscences
of Cnban beds, boards and mosquitoes which
he so feelingly memorises, have little in oommon with guidebooks or perfunctory raptures
of the tourist. Yet Mr. Steele is not a oomor
unphilosophical sojourner—he
things as they come and revenge as he

plaining
cakes

goes. The result is oue of the most amusing
and agreeable volumes of travel, containing
also very much that is valuable concerning
the business and capabilities of Caba.

Cambridge Trifles (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Sbort & Harmon) is reprinted from the columns of the
Cambridge (England) Review. It describes in
the slipebod bat rather amusing style of college
wit. the everyday life of undergraduates in
It will interest Amerisome local hits probably lose their power in crossing the Atlantio.

those classic
can

precincts.
collegians, thongh

From Mr. Ig. Kohler of Philadelphia have
been received volumee 8,9, and 10 of Schiller’s
works with illustrations. The translations
comprise work by eminent men; type and
are
paper are good, while the illustrations
little to be

praised.
Books Received.

Song* of Sevew. By Jean Ingelow. Cloth, llo1 unrated, 47 pp., $2. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harn*on.
Benson. With a
Gupars Stump®. By Eugene
selection from the Sonnets, translate 1 by Oeorgs
Kocwril
Flemming. Cloth, 85 pp. *1. Boston:
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
«T Wife and My Wife’s Sister. No Name
Boston: Roberts
Series. Cloth, 319 pp., $1.
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Thr Life «f Richard Cobden. By John MorBrothley. Cloth, 640 pp., $3. Boston: Roberts
ers.
Portland: Loring, Short A Hannon.
Penn.
The Vicar’s People. By George Manvllle
Paper. 461 po„ 81.
Trans-Atlantic Novels.
Portland:
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

Loring,

Short A Harmon.

ing the exercises for translation into Greek
interesting as might be. (For sale in Portland
by Loring, Short & Harmon.)

Sir Richard Whittington. By Walter Busant
and James Rioe. New Plutarch Series. Cloth,
222 pp., 81. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

Esau Hardeuy. By William Osborn Stoddard. (New York: White & Stokes; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) This is a strongly
written story, which earns a degree of the
reader’s liking because of its broad humanity

B» James W. Steele. Cloth,
81-GO. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Portland: Loring. Short A Harmon.
Dr. William Smith’s Appendix to Inilia
Harper
Nsw York:
Grace. Cloth, 106 pp.
A Brothers. Portland: Lorirg, Short A Harmon.

as

Considering his connection with the morocoo
trade, it may be said that Cashier Baldwin
played a regular skin game.—Boston Courier.

aged seventy-four,
Conn., one day last week.
was

~

rest.

to be extended to bank-defaulters, murderers,
and other ill-doers. The novelists who take up
this task, do it with kindly spirit and the best
intentions—but it is doubtful if such work
does much good. No two cases are alike; and

Mrs. Webb, one hundred years old, attended the funeral of her daughter, who

four-horse-power Hoe—is no reason that the
of
our
family nag or oar
rebe
neighbor’s last trotter shall
ceived with open arms; nor, yet again, fang
without judge or jury. At leest. we may be
sure of one thing—that ‘‘lively limned” wickedness doee no good in fiction. It tamilierizee
society with snob things, and is rarely powerful enqugh in its warning to be effective. It
conveyor

The author next observes the differences of
races as to stature, proportion, shape of skull,
etc.; traces human speech and writing from

Greenwich,

Monthly.________

because the horse-thief of fiction steals a paper
horse and repents him in tears of blackest ink
for a crime committed under pressure of a

it.”

But it is notan agreeable
the whole, not a profitable
one to read. There is a disposition at present
to depict and discuss in fiction the relations of
society to sinfulness, to measure by the mental
thermometer the degree of charitable warmth

warranted.

McKEMEY, 531 CONGRESS ST

One of the choicest holiday volumes
is a tastefol edition of the Songs of SevenThese well-known poems are singularly delicate and dramatic, and in Miss Ingelow’s best
vein of verse. It is needless to point out their

Harmon).

manner

a

When other remedies fail get a Benson’s Capcine Plaster.

Songs of Seven. By Jean Iagelow (Boston:
Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short St

be

stand.

JBensog^Cagcine^lagter is

eetai

academy grounds at Annaday, the sentinel at the gate

has been

sale,by-

$8.50,

other

Mb. Elihu Yeddeb, the well-known
American artist, lately returned from Rome,

AND

angSl

German and French guests

visor y board make a supplementary report
defining just what a citizen of the “better
class” is._

Druggists

ters.

our

Naturo, Erpedl“ucy and InThe Society for Political Edu-

citizens,” and there the poor
man was left to wrestle alone with the
crowd that besieged the entrance. Where
could he draw the 1 ine? Who belonged to
the “bet ter class,” and who didn’t? There
could be but one result—everybody that was
kept out got mad, and as only a small per
centage of the applicants were admitted, the
Annapolis te spot has been agitated by a violent tempest ever since. The Army and
Navy Journal suggests that the naval ad-

dlt

Signed

their
New York:

ter class of

For the peculiar troubles
to which ladies are subject,
Brown’s Iron Bitters is in-

only

Attention to Repairing of all kinds
Special
eodtf
Jna4

eighty-one

pendence of the United States the one hundred
and sixth.
Chesteb A. Abthub.
By the President.
James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.

When

Beware of imitations. Ask
for Brown’s Iron Bitters,
and insist on having it. Don’t
be imposed on with something recommended as “just
as good.!'
The genuine is
made only by the Brown
Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md.

other Porous Plasters

TTnderJthe Falmouth Hotel.

«perity

npat.llftllPB

visited the naval

Whiskey.

ELEGANT

With hcuutful Potter j
Cemreii

Vn

11H

and caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this fourth day of
November in the year of our Lord one thousand
and of the indeeight hundred and

fluence.

This is the only preparation of Iron that does not
blacken the teeth or cause
head-ache, and the only one
that will thoroughly and
quickly assimilate with the
blood, thus carrying new
vigor and strength to every
part of the system.

Have

T1IIIHAKPS

tn

h*8 visited our shores. The abundant privilege of
freedom which our fathers left us in their wisdom
are still our increasing heritage, and if in parts of
our vast domain, some affliction has vidted our
brethren in their forest home#,yet even this calamity
has been tempered, and in a manner sanctified bv
the generous compassion for the sufferers which
has been called forth throughout our land. For all
these things it is meet ihat the voice nf ibe Nation
should go up to God in devout homage.
Wherefore I Ches er A Arthur, President of
the United States, do recommend that a 1 the
people observe Thursday, the 24th day of Novembei insta t, as a day of national thanksgiving and
prayer by ceasing so far as may be from their
secular labors and meeting in their several places
of worship there to join in ascribing honor and
praise to Almighty God whose goodness nas been so
manifest in our history and in our lives, and offeri g earnest praye s that. His bounties may coniiuue
to us and to our childre t.
In witness where jf I have hereunto set my hand

cation.

Pianos, Over 5000

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

eodti

nov8

a

people

health.

novIS

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY,

Inspect

CIRCULAR in
At our
the city.
Compare
We have an extra good Felt Skirt lor $1.00 and $1.25.
wilh others
We have a Janre line of CLOAKINGS at verv low prices.
Sole Agents for HARPFR’S BAZAR PATTERNS.
Inspect our stock and compare prices.

'

PROCLAMATION.

A

with
It has long been the castom of oar
the closing of the jear to look back upon tne blessings brought to them in the changing course of sea*
eons and to return solemn thanks to the Ail Giving
Source from whom they flow, and although at this
peri *d when the falling leaf a 'monishes us that the
time of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in the shadow of a great bereavement and
mourning, which has tilled our hearts and still finds
ts sorrowful expression towards God before whom
we but lately bowed *n grief and supplication, yet
the countless benefits which have showered upon
us during the past twelve months call for out fervent grautu e and make it fitting that we should
rejoice with thankfulueas that the Lord in His infinite mercy has most signally favored our countrv,
and our people. Pea<*e without and pr

•Usury Laws;

W. F. Phillips & Co., J. W. Perkins & Co , C. A. Parsons * Co.,
<V
Wholesale
Stan wood
Co.,
Drii?Kists, Portland.

CALL and SEE

F. A. ROSS & CO.,
THE WHITNEY toner
Congress and Brown Streets.
Gaiter
Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
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valuable.
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aiemed

Portland.

of

Ladies’ & Gents’ Underwear
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ASSEMBl IES

we

These

Mechanics’ Hall,

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

supply it

NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.

the. United States, which contains some new
and suggestive statements regarding the effect of these laws.

-for

This season,

March, 8.30.

as we now

times,

from

FRESH VERY DAY.

•ep20

DRESS GOODS

Huic by Chandler.
aov5

Absolutely fresh
tbeir grocer or baker,

and reliable at all

journal.

cles, cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Malaria,
Intermittent Fevers, and restore perfect and vigorous

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
the only Bitters made that
does not contain Alcohol or

Y EAST.

220

NIGHT.

getting

npon

Gaff, Fleischrcarn & o.’s

ANNOUNCEMENT.

IMPORTANT

MONDAY, NOV. 31.
novlSdlw
Kw»rT«d Seats, 76 and *100.

THANKSGIVING

depend

€. A.

SALE

ON

TICKETS

can

Compressed

STORERBROS’ BUILDING,MIDDLE ST
•

ThST&wlm

nov3

our

Calvin on usury, which possesses more historic than economic value; third, a speech
of Hon. Richard H. Dana, Jr., in the Massachusetts Senate, which embodies a clear
and comprehensive exposition of the subject; and, fourth, a brief notice (which might
well hare been longer) by David A. Wells,

Brown’s Iron Bitters is a
True Tonic, and will enrich
the blood,strengthen the mus-

M. STRAKOSCH takes great pleasure in announcfr> the public of Portland and vicinity that he
Mt* cuereeded in making arrangements for the first

In order to make this entertainment the most brilliant and va-ird of the season, the following distin
•niched »rtistc have been t-ngaye-i to support MME.
•ERSTER:—Sig. PKBUGINI, Tei or, and Mr. GEO.
SWEET. Baritone; aeotbe Famous Violin Virtuoso
hi me C AMI LI A URS<*: Mr I1LCMENBUBG, VioloueeUo; Music 1 director, Sig. BE N< >VELLIS.
Tickets $ 1.00 and $ 1
a-cording to location.
Bar sale, at S'ockbri ge> Music Store. Half fare on
novl6 dlw
Maine Central Railroad.

money they are spending to
introduce Brown’s Iron
Bitters unless they knew it
would do just what they
claim for it, but having tried
it thoroughly in so many cases
and finding that it always
brings relief, they know they
can stake their reputation on
its curing you.
do want you to try
it and prove for yourself that
it is just what you need. If
after you have tried it you are
satisfied it hasn’t done you
any good, they don’t expefl
you will buy any more or say
any good word for Brown’s
Iron Bitters.

GOODS

NEW

every person claiming to represent

of

In accordance with the

They

Music

appearance in America (since her return from Europe) of the Celebrated Cantatrice,

In other words, Brown’s
Iron Bitters has cured
scores of people suffering just
as you are.
It is made by a
leading responsible chemical
house, whose high reputation
is a guarantee of the truthfulness of their statements, so
you have every reason for
believing that it will do you
good, and therefore, with
every chance of success you
risk one dollar to obtain results which are of incalculable value to you.

The Brown Chemical Co.
couldn’t afford to spend the

Thanksgiving Eve., THANKSGIVING.

GERSTER.

Every regular attache of the Pbess Is furnished
a Cant certificate signed by
Stanley Pollen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and betel managers
will confer a favor upon as by demanding credentials

within havn hfutn

good many hundreds of dollars to you ?

P. L. S. B. S.

CITY

direftions.

it worm a

years.
years.

—

-AT-

to

Supposing it didn’t do you
any good, your loss can only
be the dollar, and if it does
restore you to full health, isn’t

live* to the end of said 15 years.
lives to the end o said 15 years.
years.
lives to the end of said

within the period of continued insurance, 892.14 will be paid

If death

Annual

secure

to

the insured

If death occurs the 3d year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,

-AT-

Second

secure

to

lives

the

if

656-40. if the insured
118 09, if the fin need
*55.Ml if the insured
15 yeats insurance and
15 years insurance and
9*9.10, if the insured
15 years insurance and 1,000.00, if the insured
15 years
15 years

secure
secure

6f0.56,

the end of said 15 sears.
15 ye^rs.
the end of sai
if the insured lives to Ihe ena of said 15 years.
if ihe insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.

insured lives

if

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES

If do th occurB the

T. M. HEALY M. P.,
novl8dtd.

15 years ia urnnee and
15 years insurance and

*56 91,
3*8.14,
4*56*,
5*0. 6,

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind of life,
you can change it if you
choose.

It will cost you just one
dollar to make the experiment, and at that cost isn’t it
worth trying ?

policy

—

QTTicketa 25 cts. For Bale at McGowan’s Book
Store; and by the members of the League.

whether you are well or sick ?
Instead of feeling tired and
worn out, instead of aches
and pains,wouldn’tyou rather
feel fresh and strong ?

according

939.39, if the insured lives to Ihe end of mid J5 years.
115*48, if the insured lives to the end of saitl 45 years.
181<S6, if tho Insured lives to the end of said 15 yeois.

before discontinuing the payment of premiums, the whole of the sum insured, including dividend-additions,
less any indebtedness due the Company on this contract, will be paid as a death-claim, provided no condition
of the policy has been violated.
After the policy has been in force three full years, if less than the fall number of premiums agreed upon
within the pein the policy is paid, end the party whose life is injured dies after such di-continuance, and
due
as a deathamount
Non-forfeiture
Law,the
riod of the extension seeured by this contract under the Maine
if no condition of the
other than the payment of premium has been violated, will be as tollows:

REV.EUGENE SHEEHY
—

We do not read anonymous letters and oommnui'
Tbe name and address of tbe writer are In
all eases indispensable, not neoesaarlly for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or preserve corrminioatlous that are not used.

aationj.

»

claim,

BY-

—^

Do You dare

How ?
By getting one
bottle of Brown’s Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly

[President,

Secretary,

_ENTERTAINMENTS.
New

SAILJiDAY BOBYUti. 30TIMBBB 19.

with

none of the condiThe foregoing Policy, No.
, issued under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, provided
tions thereof other than the payment of premiums has been violated, secures the results named in the following statement. But if there remain any dividend-additions in favor of the policy, or any indebtedness asatpst
tne
the
when it goes under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, the results will be modified according to
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Caban Sketches.
220 pp,

Shakespeare’s Aatoay and Cleopatra. Edl
Cloth, Illustrated, 222
ted by William J. Rolfe.

New York:
Harper A Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
The Protagoras of Plato. With an Introduction and Explanatory Notes by E. G. Sbiler. Cloth,
140 pp. New York: Harper A Brothers. Portland:
pp., 60ctt.

Loring, Short A Harmon.
Harper’s Yasag People far 1881. Cloth,
illustrated, 832 pp. Nsw York: Harper Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

GUITEAU’S TRIAL.

M0R5ISG, NOVEMBER 19.

SATUBD

The Lan of the TIiduighI Sun. Summer &
Winter Journeys through Sweden, Norway, Lap
land and Northern Finland.
By Paul B. l>u
ChaiUu. Two volumes. Cloth, Illustrated, 441
New fork:
and 474 pp.
Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

More Testimony of Eye-Witnesses
to the Shooting.

The Christmas Owl. By Mrs. Martha J. Lamb.
Paper, 32 pp. New York: White & Stokes. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Wheel er Life in the PilotGeerge
Cloth, illustraHouse. By Harry Castleman.
3*)pp.,*L25. Philadelphia: Porter &
at

trated,

Coates.

ike

Porl-nd: Bailey & Noyes.

Gilbert’* Daughters: A Story for GirlsCioth, illustraBj Margaret Harriet llathews.
ted, 376 pp. Philadelphia: Porter A Coates.

Dr.

Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Chri-tina* Carols and Jlitlsuiuuier Hongs,
Cloth, illus.rat'd, 70
by American Poets.
pp., SI.00. Boston: D. L throp & Co.
Under the Dog-Htar; From the Dog-Lalin of
Jock. For Boys aud Girls.
By Margaret VanCloth, illustrated, 315 pp.. $1 60. Phil-

degrift.
adelphia: Porter & Coates. Portland: Bailey Si
Noyes.
The Jefferson*. By William Winter. Cloth, illustrated, 235 pp. Boston: J R. Osgood & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

An
The An,eric n newspaper.
before the Social Science Association,

Essay Read
at Saratoga

By Charles Dudley War
ner.
Cloth, 89 pp. Boston: J. R. Osg .od & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
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METEOROLOGICAL,
FOB

INDICATIONS

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOOT

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Caibf Signal |
Officer, Washington. D. C.,
Nov. 19. 1P.M.
J
For New England,
or
and
rain
Colder, generally cloudy weather
snow, westerly winds, becoming variable'
Cautionary signals from Hatteras t? East-

port.

[special bulletin.]
Heavy rains are reported from

lower Lake
region, Ohio Valley, Missouri and Arkansas.
New
and
Southwest
rains
from
England
Light
and light snow in the Laee region, Iowa and
Minnesota
Temperature has risen along the
Atlantic coast and fallen rapidly in the Lake
region, northwest and thence southward to
Texas
It is below freezing as far south as Fort Gibbelow zero in Minnesota and upper
son and
Missouri Valley. The indications are that rain
aud suow will prevail in New England and
Middle States to-morrow, followed on Sunday
by colder and fair weather. The cold wave
which appeared in the northwest on Thursday
is moving slowly to the esstward and is now
felt in the western portion of the Lake region.
Ohio Valley, Western Gulf States and northIt will extend along the Atern New York.
lantic Coast to-mor.ow or to-morrow night,
in temperature.
fall
causing tapid

BY TELEGRAPH.
SUSPENDED.
of Boston Stops
Payment.
Boston, Not. 18.
Checks of the Pacific Baok to-day were
thrown out by the Eliot Bank through whom
they were cleared not being members of the
clearing house.
At 1 30 the 'doors of the Pacific National
Bank, on Devonshire street, were closed aud
the following notice posted thereon:
“Owing to failures in which the bank is involved, payment is temporarily suspended.”
This was read by some two or three hundred
aud about the
men who had been standing in
banking rooms for an hour or more, waiting
The Pacific

National

the decision of the directors which came in
the above. It is understood that the suspension was caused by the failure of Theodore C.
Weeks, a large operator, whom the b.uik was
sustaining and who was carrying some 21,000
shares of Eastern Railroad and large amounts
of siivt r islet, both of which have fallen hut
still have intrinsic value.
It was fonnd last evening that the bank had
out about 8500,000 overdue paper all of which
amouut was held by a single concern.
Most of
this paper consisted of Weeks’ notes, and,
when interrogated, the Pacific Bank people
admitted they had no money with which to
An effort t<> save the bank from
meet them.
disaster was made this morning when an offer
of support was made by other bank presidents to the amount of 8500,000 provided satCertaiu
isfactory collateral could be offered.
collateral was offered by the Pacific National
but ou examination it was not considered satisfactory by the other bank presidents referred
to.
Consequently aid was not forthcoming
from this or aDy other quarter and the Pacific
was obliged to suspend
The excitement has
given rise to a variety of wild rumors regarding the effect of this suspension upon other
banks. There is the best authority, however,
for believing that none of the ocher banking
institutions of this city will suffer to an extent
sufficient to impair their soundness.
The directors of the bank were in session toBark Examiner Neednight till a late hourham began an examiuatiou of the bark’s affairs aud had a consultation with the directors
through tb« evening but no positive concluMr. Needham says
sion hw been reached.
means may be furnished to enable the bank to
continue business, but the matter will be decided to-morrow when the directors will determine whether to surrender the bank or
raise money necessary to carry it through.
Mr. Wet ks’entire hope is based upon bis
time is allowed for the market to rally and
take securities his margins will carry him
over.
Mr. N edham further said that Weeks
did not barrow of the bank directly. His indebtedness was through other banks and the
acceptance of these checks for which this
bank made itself liable.
I don't believe the
total of such indebtedness reach a million.
We have got to bridge Weeks and then we
have to meet an excited army of depositors
who make demands upon tbe bank.
I believe
one and one-quarter millions would dridge the
bank over.
There has been no fraud and
there has been no man trusted to an amount
of half a million. When I examined the bank
in January Weeks was not here at all, the
transactions having occurred since that date.
While expressing the opinion that there had
been no fraud, Mr. Needham said there had
been a great lack of judgment on the part of
the bank officials. He stated that the other
banks in the city are not sufficiently involved
to impair their capital.
The investigation will
be continned to morrow.

WASHINGON.
Population of the United States.
Washington, Nov. 18 —The report made to
the Secretary of the Interior by the superintendent of the eensus shows the total population of the United States as finally declared by
the last census is 50,155,783.
The Garfield Memorial Hospital.
The treasurer of the Garfield Memorial Hospital announces contributions to that object
amount to $80,000 and assurances have been
received from all parts of the country that this
sum will shortly be increased by
large additional subscriptions.
The Comptroller of the Currency and the
Newark Dank.
Washington, Nov. 18- -The comptroller of
the currency iu his annual |report will devote
considerable space to the Newark Nat onal
Bank failure, especially with its relations to
tbe responsibility of directors. He will take
the position that tbe government cannot station a bank examiner as a policeman at the
door of every bank, and that the law coutemthai the directors stall do tbeirduty.
ome of tbe comments upon the negligence of
the directors and their ignorance of the affairs
of the bank will be quite severe.
Congressmen who are arriving here suggest several important amendments to the national banking
act to correct these evils, bnt it is not known
the comptroller will adopt any
whether
of them. One is that bank directors shall be
required to be present whenever a Government
examiner visits the bank; that if they indorse
the statements of the cashier as to the amount
and character of the assets and the accuracy of
the books they shall be held to a like responsinility with the cashier if anything is wrong,
and that tbe examiner shall be required to obtained their approval before he makes a favorable report. Another suggestion is that the
law be so changed that no person shall be permitted to remain a director of a national bank
for a longer period tliaD two years at one time,
and that he shall be ineligible for re-election
nmil the period of two or three years shall

Slates

NOISY

CONTINUES
PRISONER
AND DEMONSTRATIVE.

THE

The Heart of the White tlounlaina ; Their
Legend and Scenery. By Samuel Adams Drake

With illustr vtious by W. Hamilton Gibson. Cloth;
310pp. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland, Loring, Short & Harmon.
■chiller’s Work*. Par s 8, 9 and 10. 26 cents
eaeh. Philadelphia: Tg. Kohler.

Insanity to be the Defence.
Not. 18.—Long before the
Washington,
opening of the court to-day several hundred
ladies and gentlemen assembled for admission

th- court room. At 9 o’clock the prison van
drove up and Guiteau, clutching a huge bundle of papers in his manacled hands, shuffled
hurriedly in. There was a marked absence of
noisy demonstration on the part of bystanders,
yet Guiteau plainly betrayed the fear of sudden violence which always marks his movements whenever be deems himself exposed to
danger. He was taken to the prisoners’ room
and devoted himself to reading the papers.
At 9.30 the seats reserved for the public were
filled, four-fifths being occupied by ladies.
The appearance and general demeanor of the
assemblage was in marked contrast with that
of previous days and it seemed to be entirely
Upon the
free] from the rougher .element.
opening of the court Mr. Scoville arose and
to
some
measures
reques ed the court to take
prevent the prisoner from giving his unauthorized communications to the public, and also to
prevent the annoying interruptions of the prisoner in the court room.
This brought on a scene, during which Guiteau demanded that Scoville should go out of
the case; that he was no criminal lawyer and
bad no sense; that he talked one thing to him
Scoville enin private and another in public.
deavored to explain to the court, but Guiteau
became more aud more excited and addressed
himself alternately to the court, to Scoville
and to the bailiffs who were endeavoring to
keep him quiet. To the court—“I represent
myself, your honor, and T shall do as I please
about counsel.” Then turning to Scoville—
“You have got no capacity aud I won’t have
he
you manage my case.” Then to the bailiffs
shouted, “You mind your business, you conYou ain’t got no sense.”
founded fools
The court agaiu stated to the prisoner that
he would order his removal and proceed in
his absence. To this Guiteau shouted excitedly, “1 don’t care if you do. The court in bans
will reverse you and 1 will get a new trial. You
have got no right, to remove me.”
The court replied in terms which seemed to
convince Guiteau of their sincerity, “Very
well; I shall do so if you persist in any more
disturbance, and there are precedents in this
court for such ruling.
A whispered consultation between Guiteau
and Scoville followed and the former, apparently convinced, subsided into absolute quiet
aud devoted himself to his papers.
Mr Corkhill then offered in evidence certain
letters which were yesterday read to Secretary
Blaine and identified.

to

ED. A. WAGNER
was

then called as

spond.

a

but failed to re-

witness

»

J. K. SHARPE

He did not see
was then called and sworn.
the shooting but saw the prisoner attempting
to escape aud witnessed his arrest.

»1

n>ntr.

■

duty

on
inKnn tin.

SCOTT,

at the

depot,

oil At

was

irOQ

at the
A

¥

the second shot, ran in the gate and across the
hall and saw Mr. Parke holding a man. It
He (Guitoau) said, “I will go
was Guiteau.
to jail, but I want Gen. Sherman to have this
Assisted in taking the prisoner to
letter.”
the police station. On the way Guiteau said,
“I’m a Stalwart andArthur is now President.”
Tbe witness then detailed the incidents attending the searching of the prisoner at the
station and finding a pistol upon his person.
Mr. Corkhill then handed a pistol to the
witness who identified it as the one taken
The pistol was handed
from the prisoner.
around and examined by the jury, their attention being called to tbe fact that two barrels
A lengthy
were empty and four still loaded.
elicited no variation from
cross examination
the evidence given.
THOMPSON H. ALEXANDER
was

examined, but added nothing of

next

importance

what he gave before.

to

EDMUND

L.

DUB ART

standing in tbe main waiting room on the
morning of the shooting with his back turned
was

to the ladies' room. He heard the pistol shot
and turned immediately and saw a man with
his arm extended, and saw a second shot fired.
He then saw a man put his hand behind him
and turn to the B street door where he was
confronted by the officers. He then saw him
retrace his steps and hurry into the main room
where he saw his arrest. Witness identified
the prisoner as the man he saw fire the shot.
Witness was cross-examined by Mr. Scoville
and sharply questioned as to Guiteau’s appearance, as to his eyes, mouth, beard, etc., to all
of which witness replied, ”to the best of his
recollection he bad a bad face according to my
opiuion.” Mr. Scoville desired this portion of
the evidence to be stricken out unless witness
should state in what particular the prisoner
had a bad face. Witness insisted that it was
his impression from the prisoner’s general appearance. Mr. Scoville then quite sharply
said, “I don’t want any opinions from you.
Have you ever expressed an opinion on this
case?”
Witness—“I have, sir, frequently.”
“Have you ever said you thought the prisoner ought to be hung?”
Witness, in most emphatic manner—“I have
most

decidedly.”
PATRICK

KEARNEY,
policeman, first saw the prisoner at 8.45 a. m.,
July 2d. He was talking with two hackmen
who were bucking a job from him as we call it.
Witness described minutely the arrival of the
President’s carriage and the entrance, in this
particular exactly o rroborating Secretary
Blaine. Soon after the President passed into
the depot he heard shots and rushing in seized
the man who was running out. Tbe man
said “1 want General Sherman to have these
papers. ’’Witness said, “There were two shots
and you are running from the direction of the
shooting, I will arrest you.” Some gentleman
said “That is the man who shot the President.” I had m.v club in my hand and thought
of hitting him. Thought about the grand jury
and didn’t hit him. Witness created much
amusement by his quaint expressions and the
emphatic manner in which he contradicted the
testimony of special policeman Parke as to
which of them first seized Guiteau. Witness
claimed that “he seized him first, and no one
else, so help me God, took hold of him. I was
all alone, me and Ned Dulany. I saw Parke
with a linen duster on. He was bare headed
when he rusiied up to us and made a dash at
n~v.
—w
:_1
l,nJ
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Resignation of Private Secrelary Brown.
Washington, Nov. 18.—J. Stanley Brown,
Private Secretary of the late President, and
who has been acting in a similar capacity for
President Arthur, tend red his resignation to
take effect the first of next December, or as
soon

away.

lin

imn

l. ir
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office.

thereafter as may suit the latter’s convenience. It was President Arthur’s desire
that Mr. Brown should continue to
occupy the
place during the remainder of his administrabut
at
the
tion,
request of Mrs. Garfield Mr.
Brown has uuderiakeu to get In order and prepare for the biographer the papers, letters and
literary remains of the late President, and he
finds it necessary to devote to this work more
time than he could consistently with the duties of his office.

Failures of the Week.
New Yoek, Nov 18.—Dunn, Wyman & Co.,
report that the failures for the week number
128, as against 147 last week. Of these, the
Middle States contributed 34, the Western 32,
the Southern, 31, the E astern
23, and the Pact
fic 8. The only failures of moment in New
York city were the two firms in the cbemica.
trade, 0. T. While & Co. and Lewis Morris &
Co., caused by shrinkage in values. Tue disasters in the country are largely among thejrank
and file of traders.

the

man

the counsel, jury and prisoner
I>;:ring
retired from the court room. At 12 55 p. m.
Court reassembled and shortly afterwards the
piisouer was brought in. As soon as his handcuffs were removed Guiteau addressed the
Court with
“Your Honor, Judge Magruder, of Maryland, has offered to assist me on this trial and I
warn to invite him to meet me here Monday
morning. I do not know if Mr. Scoville knows
about it, but I want him in the case. Mr. Scoville is doing splendidly, but I waut him to
have assistance. This is the only way I can
get anything before the public to announce it
recess

in court

offered and Guiteau, apparently satisfied, busied himself with writing.
No objection

was

JOHN

TAYLOR,
colored, a hack driver, testified to a conversation with Guiteau relative to taking him to the
cemetery from the depot. It was about a week
previous to the shooting. Witness identified
Guiteau as the man.

Opening.

A Bailiff Shot Dead in Ireland.
London, Nov. 17.—The whole of the registered letters, which are believed to have contained diamonds and watches to the valued of
£10,000, have been stolen at the Hatten Garden post office in London.
The dtamonds contained in the stolen registered letters are valued at £80,000. The insurance companies have offered a reward of
£10,000 for their recovery.
London,Nov. 18.—The robbery of registered
letters at Hatten Garden post office excites
great interest. There is not the slightest elne to
The robbery was very skilthe perpetrators.
fully planned. The moment chosen was near
5 p. m.. when the mails were about to be dispatched. The gas was turned off at the metre
supposed by confederates concealed in the
cellar and the thieves in the darkness and
confusion among the crowd of people who
were doing business jumped over the counter
Nobody noticed their
and seized the mails.
exit or in what vehicle they conveyed their
the insurance comto
The solicitors
booty.
panies expect some of the diamonds will be
sent to America for sale.
More Murders in Ireland.

joined heartily.

ADREVVS,

the District
a journalist, was sworn simply,
See*
Attorney said, to identify him in court.
yille here addressed the court desiring to give
notice that the defence would be insmity and
that the burden of prosf would rest with the
government, and if they desired to offer any
evidence, they must introduce it in chief before the opening of the defence.
Davidge for the prosecution rejoined, “We
think otherwise your honor, and have our own
theory of the prosecution.”
Scoville—We simply desire that notice
should be a matter cl record.
as

L. A. BROWN,
chief clerk of the State Department, was
sworn and testified to Guiteau’s visits to the
department and his application for the Austrian mission and afterwards for the Paris

couusulship.

On cross examination Brown said Guiteau
had reluctance to look any one in the eye,
when Guiteau looked up with a smile and said,
‘•I’ll look you in the eye, Mr. Browo, if you
would like to have mo.”

McManus, a farmer near Mullingar, County
West Meath, was fired at by an armed party
and severely wounded. Lake Dillon, a bailiff
near Ballyharen, was shot dead last evening.
Resisting Military Service in Dalmatia.
Vienna, Nov. 18.—There is some excitement in Dalmatia where the people are resisting recruitment for landwehr. The inhabitants
driven the gendarmes
ai Keyvosciou have
from Fort Dragalia and local bishops who urgto
the
ed
perform their military
population
obliirations have been ill treated.
Count Andrassy Declines.
Vienna, Nov. 18 —Count Andrassy has deIt is expected that
clined to form a ministry.
the nomination of Count Kalnoky for that
office will be gazetted Saturday.

J. STANLEY BROWN,
secretary to President Garfield, testified relative to Guiteau’s visits to the White
House. His first visit was early in March and
his visits were repeated at intervals of two or
three days until the firet of June. Witness
identified several ‘letters and notes handed to
him by the District Attorney. The question
the
letters being discussed
of (identifiing
Guiteau broke in again with “They are ail
right, I wrote them all.” When Mr. Brown
was asked if Guiteau was always treated with
courtesy at the White House and replied in
the affirmative, Guiteau added “You should
rather say cordially.”

private

Adjourned.

Expert Medical Testimony in the Case.
New York, Nov. 18.—Dr. Frank Hamilton
has been notified by Judge Portor that be is

SOUTH AMERICA.

to be subpoenaed to appear at Gniteau's trial.
He says all the gentlemen who were in attendance upon the President will be subpoenaed as witnessed in matters of fact. It is
not supposed that they will be interrogated as
If
to the propriety of their own treatment.
this question arisas, it will be referred to the
medical experts who have been or will be sub-

Ples-

_k_

THE DOMINION.

WALL STREET.

NEW

The Orange Society Decided Illegal.
Montreal, Nov. 18.—To-day in the case of
David Grant against Mayor Beaudry for false
arrest while attempting to hold an Orange
July, 1877, the court decided the
range society illegal.

Srocession

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Mrs. Delia Bearing was fatally shot at Auburn, N. Y., Thursday by Thomas Bonns in a
dispute relative to land.
J. Wagoner, ithaca, accused of withholding
money due a client, was convicted at Auburn,
N. Y., yesterday. He is highly connected and
is one of the people’s principal witnesses in the
Guiteau case.
The directors and employes of the Mechanics’ National Bank, ot Newark, N. J., will be

prosecuted.
It is stated that Gov. Poster, of Ohio, has issued a lequisition for the 100 roughs who attended the recent prize light at onneaut, and
they will be arrested in New York.
The inquest on the body of Miss Ellen Kisner, whose headless body was found near the
Wabash railroad track in Chicago, resulted in
run
a verdict of accidental death from being
over by the cars.
in
SinAdolph Meyer, a mechanic, working
ger’s sewing machine factory, New York, mistook, in the darkness yesterday morning, the
window of Alfred Lyon’s shoe store for that of
a neighboring saloon, where be has obtained
bis morning’s drink by awakening the saloon
keeper. Lyon took Meyer for a burglar and
killed him by a shot through the wiudow.
Lyon is under arrest. Lyon’s store was robbed
a week ago.
John Richmond, formerly of the Boston
nine, who was wanted by the Worcesters for
next year, has signed with the Clevelands.
A general meeting of the general| ticket and
passenger agents of all the roads in the country
will shortly be called, to be held either in New
York or Chicago, to consider the question of
abolishing all commissions to tickets for railroads.
There are ninety-three cases of small pox in
Dayton, Waobiugiou Territory, and tbed sease
Eleven
is a-suming alarming proportions.
deaths have occurred in the town.
The Vienua Presse says:—It is reported that
Count Kalnoky, formerly ambassador to Russia, has been appointed Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
John Dunn has notified tho British authorities that he is a candidate for the throne of
Zululaud.
The Alexandria correspondent of the Standard says:—The letter of Lord Granville, Foreign Secretary, respecting the British policy in
Egypt, has produced a good effect. The Arab
papers repubiish the latter.
The Constantinople correspondent of the
Telegraph understands that the Rossian Government has signified its willingness to accept
the payment of one and a quarter per cent, intere t on the war and indemnity claims.
The funeral of Mrs. Edwin Booth took place
at Chicago yesterday.
The Erie canal will be closed Dec. 8th.

YORK.

United Fire Underwriters.
New York, Nov. 18.—At to-day’s session of
fire underwriters the first business was tbe consideration of a resolution that the rate of commission established shall only apply to such

nlopnc arlinrp Inp.nl hnnr/lH

am

nr

TTlAVTSS formed

and put in local operation. After recess, when
the question of the adoption of the report as a
whole was brought up, it was asked if 15 per
cent, commission should apply to New York
and other large cities where the extensive
brokerage business exists. The matter was
referred back to a special committee.
The German Emperor's Speech.
Berlin, Nov. 17.—The session of the new
Reichstag was opened to-day. The speech from
Prince Bismark will be presented to the Reichstag. The Emperor did not open the Reichstag
in persin. Prince Bismarck, after conveying
the excuses of His Majesty for his absence,
read the speech from the throne. The speech
declares, with regard to foreign affairs, that at
the last tin years could the
no time during
mantenance of peace be anticipated so confidently as at present. The Emperor’s sneech
emphatically points out that the social evils are
not to be remedied by repression alone, but
rather by concurrent promotion of the welfare
of tu6 working classes. The Emperor says he
will look back upon all his successes with
greater satisfaction if he can bequeath to the
fatherland new and lasting guarantees for continuous peace at home, and to the |nece8sitous
a more secure and generous measure of that assistance to which they have a claim. The aged
and infirm, he says, are entitled to a greater
degree of State provision than they now enjoy.
At a moment when matters connected with internal institutions present far reaching aud difficult problems, the solution of which is not to
be mastered in a single session, but which the
Emperor has felt it to be his dipty before God
and man to put forward, he rejoices the more
to be able to express his entire satisfaction with
the state of foreign politics. The meetings at
Gastien and Dantzic were expressions of close
personal and political relations between the
sovereigns and their empires. The confidence
imthe
three
thus
existing between
perial courts is a trustworthy guarantee of
of peace, which is the identical aim of their

FlNANCfALAMaCO^MERCSAL
Portlabd Bai|> Wholesale Market.
POBTLAND, Nov, 18.
Tho following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.

one

delegates.

$80,000.
Columbus, O., Nov. 19.—The loss by the
fire at the idiotic asylum near this city this
morning is now estimated from $200,000 to
$250,000. There was no insurance as the State

insures its buildings. An appeal has been
made for clothing, shoes, stockings, etc., for
the lady teachers aud employes.

Decline In Eastern Railroad Stock.
Boston, Nov. 18.—Owing to the failure of
T. C. Weeks aud the temporary suspension of
the Pacific Bank, Eastern Railroad slock, on
sales of about 1200 shares, dropped from 49 to
38, closing with 39£ bid.
Father Sheehy at Newport.
Newport, R. I., Nov. 18.—Father Sheehy
addressed an enthusiastic meeting under the
auspices of the Newport branch of the land

league

to-night.

Resolutions

Gladstone ana expressing
nell and other prisoners

adopted.

denouncing

sympathy with Paiwere unanimously
_

Barge Sunk on the Mississippi.
New Orleans. Nov. 18.—A barge of the St.
Louis and Mississippi Valley Transportation
Company sank last evening 50 miles above
this city with 058 bales of cotton and 35,000
bushels of com. Cargo was valued at $75,000.
Stage Robbery in Texas.
San Antonio, Nov. 18—A stage with seven
passengers and the United States mail was
robbed by two masked men near Laredo, last

night.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Fire in Bostou yesterday destroyed the building No. 124 Merrimac street, occupied by E.
Straine, needle maker, and J. H. Roberts &
Co., machinists. Loss $5000.
The Mining Associated Press reports for the
past seven days mining stocks have been weak,
nearly the entire list declining. The unsatis
factory condition of the market is due to bear
raids.
So far there have been $10,060,000 in U. S.
bonds received for redemption under the 105th
call.
The official vote of Pennsylvania shows a
plurality for Bailey.
Levi Spark, (colored) was hanged at Columbus, Ga., yesterday for rape.
The Pi esident has granted pardons to John
Toomy and Michael Leonard, both of the District of Columbia.

55

24 00
Sacked Bran...
spring
Mids.,
27 00
Wheats.8 50@9 25
34 00
lot
WinCotton
Seed,car
Michigan
ter beat.....7 75@8 00
bag lots 35 ©0
83
lots..
Common
Corn,bag
80
Michigan. ...7 00@7 25 Meal,
67
Louis
WinSt.
Oats,
26 00
7 60@7 75 Bran,
ter fair
30 00
Winter good. 7 751£8 00 Mids,
1 30
Winter best. 8 25@8 60 Rye,
Provisions.
Produce.
Sweetpotatoes4 76@5 00 Mess Beef.. 11 00@11 50
Ex Moss..12 25al2 50
Turkeys..
14@L6
Plate.14 00.
Spring Chickensl2@14
11
Ex Plate.,14 5
Fowl.
..

..

...

..

-.

2<
Pork—
Backs .... 22 25i 2260
bbl. 3 0)
On
.21 25< >21 50
Clear..
Ornberries, & bbl
8 50®9 00
Mess.19 5t>@20 00
Maine

Eggs.

ons.iy

CapeCod.9 00@11 OOj Ha»n?.12@12ya
Round Hogs..., 8@ 9
ttugnr.

Granulated.lOys!

Car«*

9%, Tub, V lb... 1214@12%
Frui*
I Tierces, lb ^.12
@!2y3
Musc’tl Iiaisins2 90@3 40, Pall. 13
@133/4
Beans.
London Layers31 5 ®3 251
Valencia44
10@i0% Pea.3 60@3 76
Turkish Prunes. 8 Vfc®9c Mediums.3 25@3 60
Yellow Eye?..2 50@2 62
Oranges
Butter.
Palermos pbx-6 b(T
Creamery.. 28®30
Messina, J^box 0
Valencia ^case.
.Gilt EdgeVermont28®30
Extra C.

!

Lemons.

22@26

Choice

Good..,18®20

Messina.0

Store.,.16@J0

'*iermoa.4 5'

__

An Asylum for Idiotic Children Burned.
Cincinnati, Nov. 17.—A special from Columbus, Onio, says the asylum lor idiotic children was burned this forenoon. The children
all safely removed and domiciled in a
were
barn under the caie of the teachers. Loss

80

Patent

policy.
National Labor Congress.
Pittsburg, Nov. 18.—When the labor congress reconvened this morning Mr. Burgman
of California presented an anti-Chinese resolution. This resolution occasion a heated debate. A resolution was adopted denouncing
the manufacture of
cigars in tenement
house. |The chairman of the committee on
plan of organization presented a paper suggesting a basis of representation in Congress
of the federation as follows: From national or
international unions or 1,000 members of less,
one delegate; for 4,000 members, two delegates;
from 8 000. three delegates; from 16,000, four
delegates; from 32,000, five delegates, aud soon
and frrom local trades, assemblies or councils,

Grain.

Flour.

Superflne.6 75®6 25 H. M. Corn,
car lots
Extra Spring..6 5<>@6 76
XX Spring....7 25@7 75 Oats,

Cheese.

Malaga.4 00@6 00

Maine.12ya@14Va

Nuts.
Peanuts—

Vermont.... 12%®'4ya
Wilmington.l 60@2 00 < V Factory.l2ys@14ys
Virginia.... 1 76@2 00 Skims. 7%@ 8%
Tennessee...1 45@1 75
Apples.
Castann ^ lb.
9@l0c Per bbl.2 60@2 75
W iinuts
12ya@l4c | Cooking.1 25@1 60
12
Filberts
@14c I Evaporated.14@15

I

do

Eastern.6%@

Potatoes*
Early Rose, ^bush:Houlton. .86(290
Maine Central.80@ 86
Grand Trunk.
(280
(280
Proliflcs, Eastern.
Grand Trunk.
@80
Jacksons.
@76
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
'ots about 5c higher.
3 25@3 60.
Cone rd Grapes
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c P !b.
10 1b

10@llc

Catawba

following quotations of American stocks at
London were received to-day by cable:
Erie Railway. 48 Vs
The

New York Central.
143%
Illinois Central.138%

Pennsylvania Central.
Reading..

66%
34Vs

Fresh JBeef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dre.1 sed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 6%@8
'Hinds. 7 @9
Fores.5% @7
Rattles. 6 fa? 6
Backs.6%@ 7% Rounds. 6 (5j 7
Rumps.8 @11 I Loins.10 @18
Rump Loins. 9 @16:

Grain Market.
PORTLAND, NOV.* 18.
The following quotations of Grain were* received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:

Chicago.—Wheat-.
Time. Dec.
9.36.. 128 Va
10.03. .128%
10.30.. 128%
11.30. 128%
12.31.. 129%
1.02.. 130

Jan.

129Va
129

129%
129%

130%
131

Call....128% 1303/a
January Oats, 43%c..

for
for

--Corn-. ,-Oats—.
Dec.
Jan.
May.
69% 60% 64%
69% 60% 64%
*
69% 60% 64%
GO
43%
60% 64%
60
44
60% 66 V*
60% 60% 66V* £44%
60
44
003/8 66%

_

Portland,

By

W.

Maine Central.
Portland, Nov. 17.
30 miscellaneous merenandlse

of

oars

oonneoting road. 108

c handles.

Summit Branch.
Denver & Rio Grande.

oars

miscellaneous mer,

Daily Domestic Kcccipl*.
Oornmeal to G

water oonyeyanoe—1000 bush
Troe A Co.

[Fureral service this afternoon at 2Va o’clock
at 169 Lincoln street.
In this city. Nov. 18. Sarah Adaline daughter of
S. A. Keunelly aged 2 years 11 months 29 days.
[Funeral set vice this afternoon at 2.5 J o’clock, at
No. 37 Middle street.
In San Fraucisco, Cal., Nov. 7, Col. P. W. Black,
formerly of Portland, aged 45 years 8 months.

7
24
63
137
150
29
94
68 %

%

%
17
86

S4%
82%
40%

Northern Pacific preferred. 83%
Common. 40ys
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Nov. 18.]
67c
Deer Isle Mining Company.9 30
Edgemoggin Mining|Co. b30... 50c
Sullivan Mining Co. 3%
—

DAVNOF STEAMSHIP*.
FROM

FOB

Texas.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov
Nov
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool ..Nov
Helvetia.New York.. Liver pool..
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Nov
Victoria.New York..London.Nov

19

19
19
19
19
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Nov 19
22
Muriel.New York. .St Kitts.Nov
Bermuda.New York..Porto Rico...Nov 23
Canada.. New York Havre.Nov 23
Cityof Brussels... .New York..Liverpool.. .Nov 24
Oit Washington...New York. Havana —Nov 24
Cimbria.New York. .Hamburg....Nov 24
Ontario.Portland .Liverpool—Nov 20
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool,...Nov 20
Furnessia.NewYork.. .Glasgow.Nov 20
—

INSURANCE

FINANCIAL.

TIIEJ
Portland City 6m..
iflniuc Central R. R. 1st 191 or t. 7m.,
Tlaine Central K. H. CoumoI 7**., and
Kennebec R. R. 1st Ulort. 6*.,
KuMtern Car Trn*t 6m.,
JackMou, LundoK & Saginaw R. R. lot.
iff ort. *■., guaranteed by Michigan Central Ii R.
Dit) t«n A' Jlichignn R. R. 5m., guaranteed by
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
No. Pacific R. R. f*cu. Mart. Laud Cirant
Registered
6m., r. N. 4 percent, bond*.
and Coupon,
-FOB SALE BY-

BARRETT,

SWAN &

U. 8. Called Bonds cashed.

New York Stock and Money Market*

MINIATURE ALMANAC-... NOVEMBER 19.

f(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nov. 18—Evening. Money 6@6 on
call during morning, market was to 6 per annum
and 1-32 per diem during afternoon, closing at »*.
prime merantile paper 6. Exchange steady 480%@
480% for long and 484% for short. Governments
unchanged, except ext 6s and coup 4s, whi li declined %. State bbnds moderately active. Railroad
bonds irregular but in main weak and lower.
t he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

Sunriara..7.02 I High water,(am).. 9.13

ed

■?nn sets. 4 29

NEWS.

MALtHSTE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

coup.113Vz
reg.116%
coup.116%

stocks:
Chicago & Alton. 133
Chicago & Alton preferred...140
C. B. Quincy.139%
46%
Erie.
Erie preferred.
93%
The

following are

the closing quotations of

133
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.121 %
93
Central.
Michigan
New Jersey Central. 94%

Northwestern..126%

Northwestern preferred.*140
New York Central....138%
135%
Rock Island
108%*
Milwaukee* St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred .12 %
Union Pacific stock.1J 9%
Western Union Tel. Co...
86%
Gloucester Fish

Hattie M Bain. Thestrup. Turks Island, with
Vessel to Perley. Russ« 11 & Co.
salt to Dana & Co.
Brig Wapiti. (Br) Pettis. Sydney, CB—coal to D W
Job. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig Helen O Phinney, Sylvester. Perth Amboy—
coal to G T Railway Co. Vessel to Phiuney & Jack-

Brig

son.

Brig Clara M Goodrich. Tibbetts. New York—
coal to B H Sargent. Vessol to J S Winslow & Co.
Sell Nellie Star, Calby. Wilmington. NO—yellow
nine to Giles Loriug. Yarmouth.
Sch City oi Augusta, jounsou, rnnaueipuia— caa*

Market.

qtl for large
$4% @$6 for largeltVand
$4%7 for medium:Bank
_J
.1_a A

Georges Codfish—We $6%@$B

large and $3% for medium. Shore Codfish,
pickled cured, $5 for large and $4 for medium.
Bay trawl $4% (®$6 for large; N. S. Shore $5Vfc.

California in mi 113

stocks*

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco. Nov. 18 —The following
losing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best &

Bodie

are

Belcher
...

..

Virginia.
lould & Curry.'.

Con.

the

Ring.
Sch
Sch

Sch
Sch

Mail. Merrill. New York for Gardiner.
Frank. Bootliby. Boston.
Clara Dinsmore. Chase. Boston.
Sea Pigeon, Handy, Salem.
Globe Freethy. Lynn.
Andrew Peters. Bickford. Calais for NYork.
Onliir, Thurston, Calais for Portsmouth.
Wave, Wallace, Cherryfield for Newburyport.
Ellen Perkins Kendall, Bangor tor N Haven
Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Bangor for New Bed-

Scb
Scb
Scb
Sch
Scb
ford.
Scb Fannie

6

3Vs
8 Vs
68/«
Nevada.
l)6/s
Sierra
Hale & Norcross.
Mexican...
...

Optnr.

10%
Tnion Con.
17Vb
Eureka.
Northern P°lle. 12V4

Sayage]

Fellow Jacket..

3V4
4%

Chicago Lire Mtock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, Nov. 18.—Hogs—Receipts 44,000 h*ad;
shipments 4,200; unchanged: fat hogs scarce and
stronger: common to good udxed 6 70®B 10: heavy
at 6 lo@6 50; light 5 80@6 10; culls and grassers
at 3 75@5 00.
Cattle—Receipts 6000 head:shipments 310 > head;
weak: exports slow 6 oo@6 90; good to choice shipping 5 30g6 75:common to medium at 3 90@4 76.
sheep- receipts 2800head; shipments 170" nead
shipping firm; butchers Weak and slow; inferior to
fair mixed 2 76@3 60; good to choice 3 76@4 60;
selected wethers at 4 76@5 26.
Domestic markets*
fB? Telegraph J
York. Nov. 18—Evening.—Flour market
dull and in buyers favor and in some instancos slight
concessions made, with a limited export and home
trade demand.
Receipts of Flour 23,159 bbls; exports 3329Jbbls;
sales 14,650 bbls; No 2 at 3 30®4 50; Superfine
Western and State 4 50@6 15;common to good ext.
Western and State 5 0O®5 76; good to ehoioe Wesferr extra at 6 80®9 00 common to choice Whit*
Whe^r Western extra 7 26(a) 8 26;fancv do at 8 80
@9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 35® «9 <25
O
common to ehoioe extra Sfc. Louis at 6 25®
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 16®7 25; choice t<
double extra at 8 60 cg9 0 >, inolnding 26 O bbls
Jity Mill extra at 7 10@7 26 for W I; 1100 bbls
No 2 at 3 30®4 60; 600 bbls Superfine at f 50a
®6 16;600 bbls low extra at 6 00®5 60; 3900 bbls
Winter Wheat extra 6 35®9 00; 4700 bbls Minnesota extra at. at 5 10ff9 OO: Southern flour is un
changed. Wheat—receipts 55,OOo hush expo*ts
73,228 bush; %@%c lower, recovered and advanced l@l%c, closing weaker with limited export,
trading and fairly business in options, 2,<>25,<>00
bush, including 169,' HH) bush on spot; No 3 Spring
at 1 26%@l 27; rejected Spring 1 11@1 15: ungraded Red at 1 21 @1 40; No 3 do 1 38@l 88%
No 2 Red 1 43® 1 44%; steamer do at 1 39; Red
Canada at 1 43%@i 44; ungraded White at 1 2H@
1 43; No l do, 26.000 bush at 1 41%@1 43. Rvr
heavy and lower; State at 1 02% ®1 <»3. Barley is
steady. Corn opened rather, became Arm and «d
vanced %@lc, closing strong and fairly active
trade,receipts 202,026 bush exports 152,260 bush
sales 1,218,000 bush, inolnding 226.000 on spot
ungraded at 62@70c: No3at65@06%c steamer
66%c; No 2 at 68®0834c; low Mixed 70yac; No 2
White at 73yac; Yellow at 73c; No 2 for November
68@68%c, closing at 68%c; do December at 68%
@68% c. closing at 68% c: do January at 70% a
71%c, closing at 71 %c; February 72% c; May 76.
Oats are %@%c higher and moderately active; receipts 27,750 bush; sales 306,000 bush; No 3 at 47
@47%c: do White at 49%@59%c: No 2 do 47%
(a49c; do White 61%@54c; No at 48%c: White
do 63c: Mixed Western at46@49; do White at 60@
54c; White State 51 @66Vac, including 6,000 bush
No 2 for November at 47% c; 60,000 December at
48% 48%c; 130,000 do January at 49% @50y8;
6000 February 61c. Nugar is unchanged: fair to
good refining quoted at 8%@8%: refined very dull;
White Kx C at 8%(®8%c;Yellow at 7r®7%; staxdard A 9%;Confectioners A 9ya; granulated at 9% ;
t’ubes at 10y8c. Molasses unchanged; new cro
New Orleans at60@7'’c. Petroleum is nominal:
Tallow weak; sales 125,000 lbs.
united 82y8c.
7%@7 11-16. Pork firm; sales 660 bbls mess for
export 17 60@17 76; do January at 18 15@18 25.
I/Otti unsettled, opening shade lower, recovered
sales 660
and advanced 6@7%c, closing weaker
tes prime steam on spot at 11 46@l 1 60; 176 city
steam at 11 45@11 60; refined for Continent quoteu
at 11 80. Buiter firm. Cheese firm for choice.
Fre^hts to Liverpool dull and lower; Wheat ^
steam 4.

CnicAGO. Nov. 18.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Whent is active and higher; No 2 Chicago Si ring at
1 28%@l 29% cash; 1 28%@1 29 for November;
I 29% for December; 1 3 %@1 30*4 for January;
sales i 27% @l 30 for December; No 3 do 1 16;
rejected at 88@92c. Con active, firm and higher
at 69%@60c for cash; 59%c for November:
0%
for December; 60%@60%c for January; rejected
at 58%c. Oats quiet but firm at 4 %c for cash;
43%® 44c for November; 4*c for December; 43%c
Jan. Rye and Barley steady and unchanged. Pori*
is active, firm and higher at 1- 76a 17 25 for '•ash;
16 66@16 7<> for November and December; 17 46
Lard is strong
for January; 17 66 for February.
and higher atlll6 11 17% cash and November;
11
25
December:
II 22%@11
for
40@11 42% for
Hulk Meats
January: 1162%@1165 February.
shade
shoulders
0
active and
30; short ribs
higher;
8 95; «Wt clear 9 20
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
firmer but not higher.
Corn steady and in fair de
mand. Oats easier at 44c for November and DeProvisions firm
cern ber: 43 % @43% c for January.
and unchanged
Receipt* 8,000 bbls floor, 17,000 bush wUea1C7 000 busb corn 87,0('0 bush oats. 1400 busr
rve, 17,000 busb barley.
Shipments 8 500 bbls flour, 16,000 bnsh whea>
127.000 bush corn. 20.000 bush oats. 6.500 bus*
rye, 16,000 bnsh barley.
Flour unchanged.
Wheat
firm: No 2 Red Fall at 1 35% cash;
1 37% for December; 1 40% fo January: 1 43%
Tori
February No 3 do at 1 26% No 4 at 1 18
higher at 66%c for cash: 6‘S^c for December and
January. Oats better at 44%c cash; 45%c for December; 45%c for January. Pork quiet; jobbing
17 25. Lard nominally at 11%.
Receipts 6,ooi> nbi* nour. 13.000 bu«a wl ea
24 0O0 hush corn, 6,OOO bush oats, 00,000 bos
ye, 7.000 busb barley.
shipments-6,000 bbls flour, 7,000 bnsh wheat
54.000 bush corn, 7,000 bugh oats, 1,000 bush
Bariev. 3.000 bush rye.
Detroit.Nov. 18.—Wheat stronger; No 1 White
at 1 33*% cash and November; December 1 34%:
January at 1 36%; February at 1 38% asked; all
bid.
year 1 33%; No 2 Red 36
Receipts good; shipments 21,000 busb.
New York, Nov. 18.—Cotton is firm; Middling
aplands 11 16-16c.
m
New Orleans, Noy. 18.—Cotton firm Middling
opiands 11 %o.
ST.

Louis, Nov. 18

higher, closing

Mobile,

Nov. 18.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at ll%c.
Savannah, Nov. 18.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands ll%c.
Memphis, Nov. 18.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at ll%o.
Havana Market.
ed.

Spanish gold at 1,86%@1.85%. Exchange

firm;

United States 60 davs gold 9(®9% prem; short
ao at lu^lOJ/4 prem.

iignt

market*.

European
Bv Telegraph.)
Liverpool,Nov. 18—12.30P. M.—Cotton mufcet
bending up; Uplands 6 9-16d; Orleans at 6 11-16;
14, 00 bales; speculation and export 3,000; futures

steady.

Barque Edwin, (Br) Dickey,

In this city. Not. 10. by
[/.Chaplin, Esq., of Cape

Key. Dr. Seward, AlonzoElizabeth and Mrs. So

phronia L. Cole of Portland.
In th’s city, Nov. 16, by Key. W. H. Fenn, John
Dox and Miss tiara M. Smelledgo. both of Portland.
In Freedom, N. H., Aug. 30. by Rev. A. W. Hobbs,
Everett H. Chad bourn aud Miss Mary E., youngest
laughter of the late A. J. Ricker, all of East Bald-

eodtf

iWis.V.evs.

Brig Pathfinder, (Br) Hughes,

Mills Co.
Brig Ernest. MoraDg,
Knight & Wbidden

Rio

Janeiro—Berlin

Hamilton, (Bermuda)—

Sch Jennie Lippett, Crowell. Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Fred Gray, of Ipswich, 144 tons, has teen
of Portpurchased bv Horace Sargent and others
land. Capt John F Foss, of sebr Ida L Howard, is
to command her.

INVESTMENTS!
H
have choice municipal anil •cbool
We
BONIIm ol WpMiero il iies for Male.
are aUo purchaser** of (he siimr.
make t ollectiouM promptly on reaaonnb*e leiui*-.
'frnn'iict a regular banking buxine**.
eod3m
novlS

IFROil MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 18th, barque Daring. Kairn, fm
Pensacola.
Sid fm Long Cay 10th, brig Ab le Clifford, Boston
At Jeremie 2d inst, sch Reuben S Hunt, fm New
_,

Ar at

Mayagucz 31st, seh Ruth Darling, Swasey,

Jacksonville
Ar at Hong Kong 17th inst, ship Belle Morse
Hutchings, Cardiff.

MEMORANDA.
FranShips Benj Sewall, and Carondelet, at San inst.
cisco, weie having Dew lower masts fitted 9tb
at
chains
her
1C
Addle
Sleeper parted
Barque
Aransas Pass during a gale and put to sea.
for
Boston
from
M
Sch Jacob
Haskell, Crowell,
Bath, while entering the Kennebec Tbursda night,
went ashore on Hunnewell’s Beach and dan aged
keel and planking. She was hauled off Friday and
placed on the railway at Bath.
DOMESTIC? PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 16th, ships St John Smith,
Waterhouse, Rio Janeiro; Valley Forge, Thatcher,
New York.
Cld 17th,

ship Levi C Wade. Bagley, Havre.
Oft’Astoria 16th. ship Olive S Southard, Walker,
from Philadelphia for Portland, O, (has been outside the bar 16 days.)
GALVESTON—Ar lltb, sch Viiteyard.Rosebrook.
Boston.
MOBILE—Ar

17th, sch J D Robinson, Glover,
Philadelphia.
PENSACOLA—Cld 14th, brig Jennie Hurlbert,
Sp.rks.

MUNICIPAL
AND

STO O K.S

Clarence, Hawes, Portland;
Eagle Rock. Hammond, Boston.

Below 18tli, barque Penang. Townsend. BrunsGa; brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton, Bath.
DELAWARE CITY—Ar 16th, sch E H Herriman,
Smith. Bangor.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 16th, brig Orbit,for
Orange Bluff-.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Maggie D Marston,
Blackington, Richmond. Va; Enterprise. Robinson,
do for Boston; »J M Riley. Robinson, Georgetown;
Grace Webster, Youug, Baltimore; Clara Jane, Allen. Bangor; Eliliu Burritt, Oliver, and Charlotte
Augusta, Holmes, Eastport; M L Newton Colwell,
do; J M Morales, Waite. Gardiner; Mary B Smith.
Sprague. Thomaston: Walter M Smith. Young, and
Harvest Home Hodgkins.Lamoine; Nathan Cleaves.
Atwood, Wellfleet for Virginia.
Ar 18th, ship .T B Thomas, Lermond. Thomaston.
to load for San Francisco; barque Matthew Baird,
Pray, from Cape Hayti.
Cld 17th, schs C R Flint, Cook, Demarara; Nellie
Grant, Jordan. St Augustine; Acaia, CummiDgs,
Maypoit. Fla; Sinbad. Emery, Boothbay.
Passed the Gate 17th. sch F P Hall, Hoboken for
Boston; Swallow, Elizabeth port for Eastport; Ira D
Sturgis, Port Johnson for Boston.'
STONINGTON—Ar 17th, schs Pennsylvania, Avery. Port John on;
Maggie Todd, Norwood, Calais.
PROVIDENCE-Sid 17th, schs Grace Andrews,
Watts, Baltimore via Wood's Hole; Laura H Jones,
Stevens, and Northern Light Eaton, New York.
BRISTOL—Sid 17th. schs Judge Low, Hamilton,
and Douglas Haynes, Mead. New York.
FALL RIVER-Sld 16th. sch Alnomak, Conary,
New York.
NEWPORT-Ar 16th, schs O M Marrett, Lord,
Baltimore; Abigail Haynes, Grant, Ellsworth for
Rondout; E G Willard, Adams, Portland for Philadelphia; Alnomak, Conary, fm Fall River for New
York.
In port, schs Fannie Butler, Coombs, and Merrill
Hart, Watts, from Bangor; Pushaw, Jackson, for
New York; Albert Jameson, Candage, Rockland for
do; Star. Grav. from Hoboken.
A r 17 th. schs Ella, from PE Island for Philadelphia; Mary J Adams, Bangor for do; Nancy J Day,
Bristol for New York; Teiegraph, Thomaston for
do; Nile. Rockland for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, schs Jos W Fish,
Watts, Hoboken for Bosto> ; Fannie Mitchell, from
Amboy for do; A B Perry, fm Philadelphia for do;
Fleetwing, Rockland for do; Oregon. Pittston for
New Yorlt; Emma, Millbridge for do; Gen Howard,
Gardiner forde; Kben H King Lamoine for "o;
Henry E Willard, Portland for Philadelphia; Sarah
& Ellen. Pittston for do; Nellie Doe, Bangor for do;
R F Hait, Boston for Baltimore; E C Gates. Calais
for New Haven.
Sid 15tb. brigs Helen O Phinney, and C M Goodrich ;»scbs Connecticut, Laura T Chester. Post Boy,
Izetta. C E Woodbury, Hyena, Pearl, R W Denharu,
Minnie C Taylor, Mentor, Harmona, Lizzie Smith,
Flora A Sawyer. Lucy M Collins, Fannie Mitchell,
Jos W Fish, aud others.
BOSTON Ar 17th, schs Dan' Pierson. Sumner,
Wilmington; Mary Helen, Crocker, Hicbmoud; F
Harrington, Kent, Baltimore; Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Amboy; J L Newton, Stover, Port Johnson;
Eldora, Godfrey, and E L Gregory. Hall, New York;
George, Kenniston, do: J Wbitehouse, Famum,
Weehawken: Saarbruck, Clark, and W F Green,

wick,

Tracy, Hoboken; Julia & Martha, Hopps; Empress,
Kennedy, and Mercy T Truudy. Crowley, do; Hat-

Curtis, Greenlaw. Onset Bay; N J Miller.Reed,
Calais Para, Bateman. Machias; Fa»r Dealer,Dodge
Bangor; Emily,Jasper, Steuben; Wigwam, Fickett,
Millbridge; Lewis H Smith, Leach, Bucksport; E J
Munsell. Atwood. Bay View.
Cld 17th. brig Stockton, Allen. Surinam.
Ar 18th. brig Jeremiah, Blanchajd. Delawaro Ci y
via Provincetown; schs Mary W H upper Gilchrist,
Elizabethport; Izetta, Hicks, South Amboy; Fannie
Mitchell, Brown, do; Maguet. FI teller, Hoboken;
Albert Daily, Nason, Weehawken; A T Haynes,
Lout. Boothbay.
Be ow, sch Sami Hart, and Maud Web6ter.
Cld 18th. sch Alligator. Martin. Calais.
SALEM—Ar 17th, schs Lugano. Clark, Calais for
New York; Carrie W, Millerk Lubec fordo; Priucetic. Bangor for do.
DANVERS PORT—Ar 17th, sen Chase, Flye, from
New York.
v
GLOUCESTER—Ar 17th, sch Sultana. Eastman,
tie L

Harpswell.

bought or

carried

Dover.
BATH—Ar 17th, schs Clio
aud Hope Haynes, Gamage,

Chillcott, Fullerton,

Portland, (and both

passed up.)
lu port, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, for
Baltimoie; brig Ca&talia, for Philadelphia.
FOUEIGN PORTS.
Ar at Shanghae 15th inst, ship Anahuac, Lunt
11UIU

IUIK.

Ar at Valparaiso Nov 16, barque I Sargent, Dyer,
Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Iquique Sept 10, barque Ada Gray, PJum

Boston.
I
Sid fm Valparaiso Oct 8, ship Rembrandt. Paine, |
Franoisc**; barque Minnie M Watts, Watts, Antofagasta.
Sid fm Valparaiso Oct 4, ship Henrietta, Blanchard, Callao.
In port uct 11, barque S R Lyman, Pinkham, for
Chartered- barque AnLobos Island and .«avana.
nie Lewis, to load nitrate at Iquique for Hampton
Roads, at 46s 3d; Isaac Jackson. Welsh, to load
nitrate at Pisagua for Hampiou Roads at 60s, or
direct port at 48s 9d.
Ar at Antwerp 2d inst, ship Hecla, Day, fm San
San

Francisco.
Ar at Laguna 1st
Ar at

Ponce Oct

Wilmington, NC.

inst,

sch

San Juan, Dodge, from

oct8

Middle

194

Johnson, Doane

SPOKEN.
23, sch Wm

Nov 16. lat 40 26, Ion 69
of Belfast, bound west.

Fredericks,

HOUSE
—

OF

In this city. Nov. 18, A’fred J. Baker, aged 63
pears 8 months.
[Funeral service on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
it No. 188 Pearl street,
burial at convenience of
die family.]
in this city, Nov. 17, Lizzie A., daughter of Chns
E. Ryanson, aged 9 years.

T. T. Merry
STATE AUT., AVBITRN.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

_eodly_

MARINE MRANCEI
ATLANTIC
OF NEW

RISKS

Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales.
lers of

Also

buyers

and

sel-

JOHN F. ZEBLEV & CO.,
3 Brand Si., (Drrnl Building,) New York.
m,w&s3m
augl5
y

their offloe, New
This Company
and iesu
York, on Vessels,
Freights,
a
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

GRAND OPENING
-OF-

(liisms CARDS.,
A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s, HI arcus Ward’s, Be La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

Total Amount of Premiums for the Year
ASSETS,

$12,608,356.71
Hix Per Cent Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders on
{Premiums Terminating in 1880

40 PER CEAT.

Short

Fnilcr Fiilmouth Hotel.

Call early, when we can show the
ment, and avoid the crowd during the

J. D. .TONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice Prectdent.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
feb9dlmteodllmAw6w0
Feb. 9,1881.

lo Pens Dent Insurance-.

best assortholidays

ROLLINS & ADAMS

nov5 Sn 4w

doing as well for their custom-

are

a

OIL.

ASTRAL
AND

SAFEST

21

GKO-

CHAMBERLIN k HOMO

CO., Agents,
sneodt25ja

MARKET SQUARE.

We have just received an elegant
lot of Satin Merveilleux in every
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$1.75 per yard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in
Portland.

NOW READY.

Elegant Assortment Of CLOAKINGS

An

FALL AND WINTER

JUST RECEIVED
Directly

from

the

Showing

Cloths

fine

as

city

a

line of
in

for

Cloths for

Particularly Superior

Fine Black Dress Suits.

New and Desira-

in

ble Shades.
These Hoods will be cut artistically,
and will be made up in a superior manner by iirst-class workman.

89

UIHC

I UUI
BY

i

V^UIIId

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; Is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without

leaving

a

Plain and Brocade Silks, Satina. Surahs
and Velvets, Mervellleux, Rhadames,

Cloakings, Shawls,
Plushes,
Skirts, Table Linens, Blankets, Flauuels Quilts, CasHo-lery,
slmeies,
Gloves, Buttons.
Fringes,
Trimmings, Laces, Yarns, Small Wares,
&e. Best assortment. Best goods.
Lowest prices. Ladles’ & Gents’
Merino Underwear at 50c,
north 76c.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
uoy7

__

blemish.

Brush for applying in each bottle.
ITA LURE IS QUARANTEED..JA
Price 45 cent*.
For Male by all Drnggint*.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands

who have used it and now testify to its value.
Auk for
HI otter bock’s C'oru and Wars
Solvent and lake no other.

nov23

sndtf

eodt*

GOODS.

DRESS

Congress Street.
m,w,f-tf

Exchange St.

\/_

and Elm Sts.

FRENCH

511

KOHLING,
oetl4eodsn2m

Congress

Cor.
novll

OVERCOATING S.

No.

in Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear.

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED.

SUITINGS,
PANTAUOON1NGS,

Overcoatings

of

line

great bargains

as was ever seen

this

very fine

a

Cloabings for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.

Importers.

Kohling
now

have

We

Suitings!

Is

as

_octedti

Re More that you get OF YOUR
ER, PRATT’S OE!\UINE.

octS

in matter of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.

ers

BEST.

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.

W. W. W HIPPLE &

Thirty Days

After Proof.

& Harmon’s

Furnishes

Paid in

Losses

exhibition at

Loring,

PRATT’S

water-borne.

$5,728,622.27.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

now on

ONLY.

will take risks at
Cargoes and

soon as

same.

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

^

YORK,

IF
You want Towel

Racks, Slipper ar
Magazine Backs, Brackets in Wallint uud Ebony, Frames in
Velvet, Plush, Bold, Ebony for Cabinet Pictures, and a flue
line of Art

Boods,
CAM. ON

STUBBS

BROS.,

16 TEMPLE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
A very flHe line of Christmas Cards.
eodtf

novl5

14th, 1881.

CORTLAND, ME.,
To the Hon. Harbor CommissionNOV.

of Portland. Me.

ers

DESIRE permission to widen High St.
wharf seven feet on the southwest side, two
hundred feet from the lower end.

WE

If

you

are

about to paint send for sample card
of

Johns1

cftfors of

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
TO

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO,,

21 Market Squnre. Portland,
Agents for I lie sale of (ienuine Asbestos
Roof Piiiuls, Steam-Pipe and {toiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Hoard Coatings, etc.
sndtf

oc4

Yours

truly,

BERLIN MILLS CO.

(Signed,)
Portland,

Me. nov.

16th, 1881.

foregoing petition it is ordered
ON hearing
be had
Wednesday, Nov. 23d, at
2.30
that, notice of the
the

that

a

on

P. M.,

the

premises and
above petition together with this our order theron
be
by publication in two daily papers printed
in Portland, for seven days preceding the hearing.
on

given

(Signed)
JACOB McLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B.

)

Harbor

TOI.KURD,!

CHARLES MERRILL,
novlO

) Commissioners
dlw

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

State of Maine.

IS NEW ST., NEW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on tavorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent, interest allowod on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock ExmarlGeodtf
change.

^

4. It maintai 8 the established rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against contingencies.
5. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
on hand,
901 866 4» » ore than it haw
orgaaii*received for premium* •inre
lion, a showing never ma*te by any other company
at the same »ge. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
0. Ir La pai ing daily nearlv $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for t*-n jearg given to the public printed
detailed statements of ii s dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

eodtf

win.

DEATH*

liabilities.
Tne Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of liabilities
The Mutual Lipe of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ of surplus
to the Mutual Life's and Connecticut Mutual's $ l.

Mutual Insurance Co.,

Street.

Western Bonds

—

30th, brig

Eva N

company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.!
The Northwestern has $128.50 for every $100 of

margin.

ou

HANSON,

SAMUEL

_

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17th, schsC H Eaton. Swain.
Hoboken; S J Lindsey, Kennedy, from Rockland for

1. It gives you insurance at actual coat.
2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other

Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

RICHMOND—Ar 16th, sch Jessie Hart, Wall,

vitt. Alexandria.
Ar 17th, scb“ Albert

SOll,D.

BOUGHT AND

New Vork.

_

Seven of the Many Reasons Why You
a Policy in this Company.

Should Have

McLELLAN,
Local Agts.
Gorham,
bov5

Bonds

—

BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, sch Belle Hooper, Gilkey, Savannah.
Old 16tb, »cD Emerson RofceB, MarstOn. Hodgdon;
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th. schs S S Bickmore.
Long. Boston; Melissa A Trask, Tra-k. Wilmington;
r.va C Yates. Yates, Fall River; Addie Jordan, Lear

25,000,000

LEWIS

—

Railway

New Haven.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 14th, sch Dora M French,
French, New York.
Ar 14th, barque Levi S An
BRUNSWICK
drews. Watts, Tbomaston. to load for New York;
scb l> D Haskell. Haskell, from and for Belfast.
Cld 14th, brig Chas Dennis, Connacber, Boston;
Manson. Stubbs, New York.
SAVANNAH-Ar 17th, seh Annie Blue, McIntyre. Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Cld 14tb, brig Mary E Dana, Smith,

4,062,234

AMD

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

EASTPORT, Nov 13—Ar, sch Emma Me Adam.
Young, Boston via Calais.
In port, schs Cayenne, and Island City, for New
York; Maria S, and Paragon, for Boston, ldg.
Sch S E Nightingale has been rebuilt and her carrying capacity increased.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Cliicngo, III.

Montevideo-S C

*

Pensacola.
mARRVAtiES.

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

nov3

Cleared*

mer.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Nov. 18.—Sugar—No business transact-

and

Hodgkins. 1 ew. Westport for Boston.
Sch Sassanoa, Lewis, Wiscasset for Boston.

__

9Vi
6V3
2Vs

and sell llrst-class State, City,
Town and Bailroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York

Boston & Maine HR
Sch Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, New York—coal to
Jos H Poor.
Sch Willie Martin. Willard, New York-coal to
Boston & Maine RR.
Sch Julia. YouDg, New York—brimstone to Atwood l ead Co.
Sch Paoiflc, Wass, New York—coal to Warren &

for

Newfoundland $6V2*
We quote Cuak at $3s/4@$4, Haddock $3: Hake
at $2%<»$2Vfe Ip qtl.; Pollock at$2Vfe@$2% 5 English do $3.
Boneless and prepared fish |from 3(®6c ^ lb for
Hake and Cusk to 6Va@8 for best codfish. Smoked
lb. Smoked Salmon 18c; Scaled
Halibut at lOVfec
Herring 21c & box; No 1 at 16c; tucks 14c. Bloaters 80c 391 hundred.
Mackerel—We quow straight lots $18 for ls,$9Vfe
for 2s, SH^sfor 3s.
Herring—we quote new round Shore $4V4®$4V2
$>■ bbl; Bay Fundy large gibbed $3Vfc:small $2 Vfc.
Trout $14
bbl; Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
$6, Haddock at $3Vi, Halibut Heads $3V2, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4V2, Tongues
$6, Tongues and Sounds at $10: Alewives at $3(a
$3V4; Halifax Salmon $20 for No Is; $18 for ..s;
California do at $16.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 Ip gal, crude do at 60c;
Blackfish Oil 60c; Cod do 36@36e; Shore do at 35c;
Porgie do 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 ton: Fish do $8 to $10; Liver
do $9Vi; Livers 30@36c ^ bucket.

Exchange Sts.,

to

Sch

ures.

and

FRIDAY, Nov. 18.
Arrived.

1SJ1).

(CHARTERED

•
n
ard
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over

eodtf

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle &

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

•

Bay

845,000 shares.

The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.101%
10
United States 6’s ext.
United States new, 4%’s, reg. 112%
United States new, 4%*8
Unite** States new, 4’s,
United States new, 4’s,
Pacilic 6’s of 95.130

en

4.47

I Moon rises.

Mutual

$18,846,212
Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New York Stand-

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

..

novlf)

Dec.

Foreign Import*.
TURKS ISLAD. Brig H M Bain—17,400 bush
salt to Dana & Co.

Receipts

Catalpa..

Closina
8%

NOV. 17.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

The Situation in Peru
now the star of the
Calderon Government is in the ascendent in
Peru, and all sorts of reports are rife about Pierola. Some say he is in prison, othdis that he
has fled. Minister Huribut insist that he was
right in what he said in his speech to the Peruvian officials, and that Kilpatrick has been led
away by his well-known friendship for Chili
and the Chilians. The temporary effect on
American interests in Peru is bad, and the disagreement {between the two Ministers is taken
as a proof that the State Department at Washington is run on rather easy going princi-

will be called on the part of the Government,
in case the question of the propriety of the
treatment is raised, are Professors Willard
Parker, James R. Wood and Henry B. Sands
of this city, Dr. John Ashhurst and Professor
Samuel D. Gross of Philadelphia, Henry F.
Campbell of Augusta, Ga., Professor John T.
Hodgen of St. Louis, and Professor Moses
Gunn of Chicago.

Boston Land..
8%
Water Power. 7%
Flintl* Pere Marquette commons 126%
C.S. & Clev. 7s.T? 104
Hartford & Erie 7e. 65%
A.T. *S.F.137%
Boston & Maine.151
C. S. & Clev. 30
48
Eastern..
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 94%
L. R. & Ft. Smith.169

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

Panama, Nov. 7.—Just

CRAWFORD,

JOHN R.

special officer

change streets:

$400,000 WORTH OF WATCHES AND
DIAMONDS STOLEN.

hearwas the next witness and testified
ing a conversation between Guiteau and a The Future of the Market Uncertain—
htckman while the former was arranging to
The Vanderbilt Problem.
She also witnessbe driven to the cemetery.
ed the shooting and gave her evidence in a
New York, Nov. 18 —Wall street reports
She was
clear and straightforward manner.
state that an unsettled feeling in regard to
the course of the market prevailed up town
closely cross-questioned by Scoville but adhered strictly to her evidence in chief. Being
last evening. A call for bonds coming within
when
talkor
two will undoubtedly cause an ada day
questioned as to Guiteau's manner
be
was
and
she
said
the
to
pale
A certainty that the Vanderhackmau,
ing
I vance in prices.
She thought he
bilt party was buying stocks would have a
aopeared to be troubled.
must be going out to see the graves of some
simiilar effect. The market seems to depend
dead friends. The witness described minutely
very largely upon these two points. A disthe shooting, the relative position of the parpatch from Washington yeeterday said that
ties at the time each shot was fired, and was
a call for at least $10,000,000 bonds would be
made within a few days.
positive that the first shot took effect, as the
President threw up his hands and commenced
The Vanderbilt problem is quite as difficult
Guiteau
to sink down at the second shot.
Mr. Vanderbilt
as it has
been at any time.
stepoed two oi three steps nearer and held his will not establish uniform rates or fetter his
the
to
be
The witness proved
arm higher.
action by any union line agreement.
best one yet examined upon the incident of
There was some covering of Pacific Mail
the shooting.
yesterday. The McCalmont pamphlet against
JOSHUA A. DAVIS,
Gowen is said to have been written by John C.
gate-keeper at the Baltimore and Potomac de- Bullit.
He merely caught a
Chicago advices state that the entire railpot was next called.
glimpse of the prisoner after he was arrested. way system of Illinois, with the exception of
He seemed to be struggling to get away but two or three roads, has combined to resist the
enforcement of the tariff lately adopted by
not sufficiently to free himself. The evidence
It is reported that
the State Commissioners.
of this witness occupied the court but a few
the Northern Pacific directors discussed yesterminutes.
day the subject of a cash dividend on the deDuring the examination of these witnesses
Guiteau was
apparently absorbed in his ferred stock, but postponed action. An active
demand
is reported for Southern State bonds.
papers.
An important demand is reported for nearly
When an allusion was made to his looking
all construction stock and subsciptions. Mexiabout to visit graves of dead
man
like a
friends, he glanced quickly at the witness and can and national construction stock is said to
be
allowed a faint smile to linger for an instant
going higher.
There appears to be a large short interest in
about his gutta percha hued lips.
Pacific
the Vanderbilts, Denver, St. Paul,
WILLIAM A. BARKER
Mail and Western Union. Amsterdam bought
market
in
this
considerable
stock
to
yesterday.
was called but failed
appear.

Could not see
wagon driver, saw tbe firing.
the President, but distinctly saw Guitean aim
about five
arrest.
Was
am'
saw
his
and fire
feet from him when arrested. Did not hear
the prisoner sav anything. He was questioned
by Scoville at some length, particularly as to
how Guiteau wore his hat on that occasion.
Guiteau put his hat on, saying, “They are
This is the
all mistaken on that hat business.
way I wear my hat."’
Witness—“Well, perhaps that is the way he
had it on, only not quite so far back.”

London

a

Post Office.

to

WILLIAM S.

at

Gigantic Robbery

CEOSS EXAMINED BY SCOVILLE.

BYRON'

following quotations of stooks were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of tin
Boston Stook Exchange), corner of Middle and ExThe

When I made the bargain I took a good
look and examined Guiteau closely. He did
He was
not look at all excited or peculiar.
perfectly cool and told me to keep cool and
He knew what he was looknot get excited.
ing for. Guiteau who appeared both interested
and amused at the witness’s teplies said,
“Jnst here it might be well to say that I have
had to-day the first square meal siuee the 2d of
July.” This raised a .laugh in which Guiteau

ELLA M. RIDQLEY

that assassinated the President.”
After a few question had been asked witness
by Scoville, Guiteau, who had been closely following the evidence, exclaimed, “Your
honor, will you allow me to ask this witness a
few questions? He comes nearer to the truth
than any oi them.” A whispered consultation
between* Scoville and Guiteau ensued when
the former asked witness:
Were you at all excited when you made the
arrest?”
Witness began to make a statement or repetition of his evidence when Guiteau interrupted, saying “You were the first man who took
hold of me, Mr. Officer; I had not moved; I
had just put my pistol up.” A colloquy then
ensued between Guiteau and witness] which
created some amusement, hut was interrupted
by the Court. Witness, in reply to questions,
admitted that Guiteau did not attempt to run

lintra n)n nVnil frnrn

Stock Market.

FOREIGN.

AQDILLA BARTON,
colored hackmau, was at the depot on the
morning of July 2d and saw the prisoner and
made arrangmeents with Guiteau to drive him
to the cemetery for two dollars.
a

DRESS

FLANNELS

in ail colors and many qualities.
Executive Department, i
Augusta, November 12, 1881. (
A session of the Executive Council will be held at
the Council Chamber, in Augu-t *, on TUESDAY,
the twenty ninth d*y of November iust., at 4 o'clock
P. M.
By the Governor:
JOSEPH O. SMITH,
novI4snlw
Secretary of State.

Horatio

v

Staples*

SCR|^I]Rlj^ORDRUSM^>NEsS
salboro’, Me

engZOiadiist

*

SAftRDAY MORNING,

NOVEMBER 19,

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G
Fitsenden, Marquip, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Arm
strong, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland
Robjrt Cos.e'lo, Boston & Maine Depot, anc
OhiBholm Bros., on all trains that run out of tb<
city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Piorec.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

Biddeford,

F. M. Burnham.

Jelierson’e Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Diokens.
Branswlck, B. Q. Dennison.
Oarn i* rl&nd Mills, F. A. Verrill.

Dacoariscotta, E. W. Dunbar’
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewie,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
H allowed 1, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewis ton, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, G. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rock tand, O. C. Andrews,
gabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Tbomaston, S. Delano.
Vina 1 haven, B. Lane.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiseasset, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Comer, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, O. E. Coombs.

VICINITY^

CITY AND

"ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
church-Entertainment.
FINANCIALBonds—Swan A Barrett.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Stud ley—4.
Merry -5.
Coe—6.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
B 4 U C- Coe.
Plushes Stadley.
Alla* Line Royal Mail Steamships.
$3,000-John C. Proctor.

Newbury

st

Lap

Horse Blankets and

place

the

Robes cheap. Coe.

to

ladies’ good
nol9d2t

buy

style garments cheap.
Coe.

New Dunlap Hats to-day.

A Peculiarly Happy Effect of Quinine
U shown in the use of J. & E. Atkinson’s
Quinine Tooth Powder. A sure means of preserving the teeth and purifying the breath.
S&W
Nov. 19
_

Men’s Winter Caps, 30 cents.

**

Coe.

Kidney Complaint Cured.
B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y., writes:—“I
have been for over a year subject to serious
disorder of the kidDeys, and often unable to
attend to business; I procured your Burdock
Blood Bitters and was relieved before half
I intend to continue, as I
a bottle was used.
feel confident that they will entirely cure me.”
Price $1.00; trial size 10 cents.
nol4dlw

Merry.

Gloves, Gloves, Mitts, Mitts.

BARON RUDOLPH.

to

suit every one.

Merry.

Wolf Rohes $9.00 and $10.00.

Scotch Caps,

Merry.
Merry.

$1; not fade $1.25.

Horse Blankets very low

prices. Merry.

Studley’s.

Nice Hosiery cheap at

nodl9d2t

Boys Winter Caps, 25c, Coe, the Hatter.
Kendall & Whitney have a large variety
of plain and fancy Baskets for the Holiday
novl2eod2w
trade.
Coe beats them all

Fur

on

Trimmings.

Hosiery and Underwear cheap at
nol9

Studley’s.
d2t

Why throw away so much money trying
worthless medicines, when for 35 cents a remedy can be procured that will cure Coughs,
Colds, sore Lungs and Croup? Give it a trial.
Adamson, Balsam will do it. Trial bottle, 10
nol4MWS&w

cents.
Oil Buck Gloves, 75 cents.

Coe, the hatter.

For Scrap Baskets go to Kendall & Whitnovl2eod2w
neys.
nol9d2t

Bpy your Underwear at Studley's.

Superior Court.
EOYEMBEB CIYIL TERM, 1881, BEFORE JUDGE BON
NEY.

Thursday.—The

case

assigned

for

->

Last night Mr. aud Mrs. George S. Knight
made their first appearance this season at Portland Theatre in Bronson Howard’s serio-comic
drama, so-called, of “Baron Rudolph,” played
in a prologue and three acts. If Mr. Howard
intended the play for an absurdity—just to inmake people laugh—he succeeded admirably, for several
of the sitnatious attained the height of the ritroduce Mr. and Mrs.

Knight aud

to

diculous. If he expected these situations to be
presented as they would be in actual life, then
the characters grossly overacted them. From
the fact that the author cads the piece a seriocomic drama we should suppose the former tho
view he intended the public to take.
The piece is really a melo-drama with a lot
of variety business of Mr. Knight’s injected
into it. The plot was published in Thursday’s
Press and does not need repetition here. As

Rudolph Wiegand Mr. Knight Bcored, as he
always does, a success. More than auy man>
who attempts the German characterization,
does he succeed in moving the spectator as
Jefferson does in

Rip

In the interview, as a drunken, sodden tramp, with his
daughter Eruestine there is the same pathetic
quality in his acting that, more than words,
appeals to the heart. There is the same nobility of nature when he spurns Lawrence's com
and proudly leaves the scene feeling every inch
the Von Hollenstein blood that flows in his veins
There is the same simpl), sturdy courage that
prompts him to engage in the burglary in order
Besides these there
to protect his daughter.
is the quaintness of speech aud manner that,
perhaps, more than anything else, recall the
greater comedian. His dance with MrB. Dashwood, Lawrence and the Judge was vigorously
encored last night, his songs were heartily applauded, and his recitations excited shouts of
Van Winkle.

Miss
decorated with immense sun-flowers.
Ida Glenn made a charming representation of
Eruestine, an admuable characterization of
the young, vivacious,
impulsive girl, just
blooming into womanhood. Mr. Paxton was
well enough as Lawrence. Mr. Astuou aud Mr.
Walton amusing, but absurd representatives of
tbe general and judge rtsptetively. Tbe other
characters call for no special mention.
The orchestra performed Suppe’s Light Cavalry overture, Waldteufel’s Autograph waltzes,
the selection from “F-tinilza” and Pueruer’s
“Irish Patrol” with their accustomed good
taste and judgment.
The play will be repeated at the matinee to-day and at to-night’s performance.

day evening, and for which some good seats
still remain unsold at Stockbridge’s. The New

speaking of the great primu donna,
says:—“Mme. Gerster’s voice is exceptionally
York Sun,

clear and resonant, and its compass and manIt prener of use are altogether phenomenal.

sents, moreover, that very rare combination,
purity and warmth; its quality recalling Mme.
Nilsson’s in the former particular, and surpassit as regards that delicate fervor which
would have redeemed the Swedish singer from
the oft reiterated charge of coldness. The

ing

to-day having

extraordinary thing about

Mme. Gerster’s

vocalization is the manner in which she produces those notes piquee which so few singers
attain without abandoning quality and rouudness of tone. Mme. Gerster’s staccati are open
to no such exception; nothing could be alike
more delicate and firm than her execution of
the florid embroidery with which Bellini has
plentifully supplied the role of Amina. “Ah!
non giuuge” she gave
with a dexterity truly
admirable, illustrated with a sweetness little
short of enchanting, and in the duo which
closes the first act, and the “Rea non sono” of
the second she sustained her share of the music
with marked effectiveness. In tbe bravura
passage Mme. Gerster shone, without reservation, but her singing throughout was charterized by unfailing suavity and taste. As an actress her powers are on a par with her accom
plishments as a singer. Her expressive face,
with the large eyes and the high cheek bones,
which recall Mme. Nilsson,was an unfailing reflex of the sentiment of tbe situation, and her
slight and modest figure comported with the
idea of the peasant girl.” In addition to Mme.
Gerster the public will welcome Mme. Camilla
Urso with delight and the other excellent artists of the troupe.
ROBSON

AND

CRANK.

“Sharps and Flats” is one of three amusing
farce comedies so well calculated, it is said, to
show off to great advantage the peculiar talof those great comedians, Messrs. Robsoh
and Crane. Monday morning the sale of seats
or tbeir performance (which will come off on
the 28th at Portlaud Theatre) will begin at the
box office, and we can only say that those who
are on hand early will be thb only ones not disents

appointed.
NOTES.

at

It is reported that the Boston Museum Company will give Patience in City Hall some
time during the winter. If so, Mr. Page, the
Museum business manager, has decidedly
changed his mind.
Speaking of Campanini the New York Times
says:—“The great tenor is particularly strong
as Lohengrin.
He acts with consummate art,
and delivers the exquisite muBic of the part as
It is the
no other artist on the stage can do.
natural, elegant Italian vocalization brought
to the interpretation of Wagner, aud there is
certainly no other artist who has made himself
so completely a master of the modern school.”
Spiller's “Booms to Rent” company, which
will appear at Portland Theatre Thanksgiving
night, has made a great hit in Boston.
Henry E. Abbey has closed a contract with
Patti by which he will be her American manager after the end of the present New York seaJ. H. Haverly
son, which ends next week.
had offered $4000 a night and guaranteed $25,000, but Abbey offered even better terms. The
general arrangement of the advertised tour
will be carried out between Dec. 5th aud 12tb.

taken at the First

Birthday Party.
Thursday Conductor Jacob Johnson, of the
Eastern Railroad, so well known in this city,
celebrated his fiftieth birthday at his residence

been

disposed of

without

a

trial,

and

it

being the

y at this term, they were ex
•used finally. Next week will be devoted to the
tnai of such Court cases a » counsel are desirous of

last

case

for the

ju

Saturday morning
portunity for counsel to
made as they may wish for

trying.

next there will be
have

such

an

op-

assignments

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

Tfursda y.—Jesse Rose.

KNIGHT.

Vagrant.

Thirty days

lo House of Correction.

Augustus Smith. Larceny. Sixty days in county
jail at labor.
John Powers. Intoxication. Fined #5 and costs

Nathan Collins, aearch and seizure.
and costs. Appealed.

Fined #100

Brief Jottincrs.

Rain yesterday and very warm for the season.
Mercury 50° at sunrise, 55° at noon, 54°
sunset; wind southwest.
Schooner Fred Gray, of Ipswich, has been
•old to H. M. Sargent, T. Laughlin & Son,
Ga,lagher & Co, and others of Portland.
The annual Thanksgiving collection will be

Baptist ohurch

to-morrow

morning.
The steamer Lewiston will leave this morning, for Machiasoort, at 10 o’clock. She was
delayed on her passage to this city yesterday

by the

storm.

Patrick Cady bought the two story house
of Centre street and Cobb’s court for
8860. F. O. Bailey & Co. were the auction-

A

in

Newburyport, Mass. The residence was
taken possession of at an early hour in the
evening, and upon his arrival he was greeted
by a crowded house, to his entire surprise, so
well had the secret been kept.
Congratulations were extended to him heartily, and as

eers.

the crowd increased it was found necessary to
open a hall. Fraternity Hall was soon made
ready, aud while ladie3 arranged for a ban-

J. C.Cobb lectured before the Law Students’
Club last night on "Sales.”
This morning the directors of the International Steamship Co., with friends, go to Bath
to attend the launching of their new steamer.
George E. Tash, dealer in hats, caps and lur-

quet a special train over the Eastern road arrived, bringing Superintendent Sanborn, Boston Station Master Hatch, and some thirty or
more conductors and train officials, with their
wives. (As this delegation entered the hall
they were presented to Mr. and Mrs. Johnson.

comer

nishing gooes, Lewiston, has failed.
Yesterday’s Advertiser tells how

a psrty of
Portland people, visiting Washington, wanted
to be introduced to President Arthur, so th, y
joined a party of clergymen with a satisfactory

result.
A correspondent of the Argus tells an interesting story of the killing of a bald-headed
eagle on Peaks’ Island last October by Dr. Tor-

riugton.
"French Ideals, and what they have led
the French to do and to suffer," will be the subject of Rev. Mr. Dalton’s lecture this afternoon in St. Stephen’s church at 4 o’clock.
A coriespoudeut wishes, in connection with
the present important reference to our youth
and bad literature, to call attention to the matter of card playing by boys who secrete themselves behind lumber piles and on the wharves
on Snudays. The east end of the Grand Trunk
yard and Eastern promenade have been famous

places of resort for these practices.
The ladies’ temperance praying

band will
hold a Gospel temperance meeting at the Mission this evening,
7J o’clock. All are invited.
At the Second Parish the usual Thanksgiving collection will be taken to-morrow afterRemember the poor.
noon.
The Newbury street entertainment next

Tuesday should be well

patronized.

in Congress Street ME. Church.
The attendance at the above service on
.Thursday night was greatly increased. Mr.
Rnvaana annirn nn
DCOM f] « T f II1
interest in

Revival Services

aud the importance of
the salvation of
the immediate acceptance of this salvation.
On the tnvitat’ou of the pastor some who had
previously come forward but had not rested fully
man

Christ, aud two ybuug persons who had not
come forward before, aud one backslider, who
for years has been wandering from God, came
to the altar.
on

Fatal Accident.
Thursday afternoon, shortly after 5 o’clock,
a Frenchman, named Joseph Michaud, aged
about 25 years and belonging in Salem, Mass.,
was walking on the track of the Eastern Rail,
road in Chelsea, and whilo near the Eastern
avenue crossing, he was struck by the locomotive of the inward-bouud Portland train and
instantly killed. He was employed by the
Eastern Railroad corporation and had been re-

pairing

the track.

Portland Temperance Union.
The temperance meetings of the Union will
be resumed in Congress Hall Sunday evening,
will
commencing at 7 o’clock. The exercises
be a temperance praise meeting, with a varieMusic by the Perham
ty of good speakers.
quartette. All are invited.

Music and dancing followed and mutual interchange of greetings, and, “refreshments” be-

ing called,

the party

repaired

to

of all present.
Conductor Dockam, in behalf
of Mr. Johnson’s associates on the road, presented him with a costly mantel clock. Mr.
Samuel Hoyt, of the Boston Custom House,
presented a valuable edition of “Musical Composers.” The wadts of the inner man were
then supplied, after which speeches of congratulation were made by Alderman Rickard
son, Hon. C. C. Dame, Capt. G. VY. Creary,
P K. Hills, Superintendent Sanbcrn and others.
The party did not separate until early

morning.
Potato Transportation.
The Maine Central Railroad Company have
allowed the American Freight Car Heating
Company, to attach tbeir patent apparatus to
box car, intended for the transportation of
potatoes during cold weather. Under the car
au oil stove is
suspended, fed automatically
from a tank containing thirty-five gallons of
oil—a sufficient quantity to last ten days. The

a

bottom of the car has a double floor aud the
are sheathed
one-third of the height.
Through these air spaces the heat from the
sides

oil stove circulates and remains at an even
temperature. An aperture in the side of the
car affords an escape for the smoke.
Y. M. O. A. Gospel Meetings.
There will be a g03pel meeting at the room*
of the Young Men’s Christian Association this
evening at 7.30. Topic, “The invitation and
God’s time for accepting it.’’
The following services will be held

on

Sun-

day:
0 A. M.—Gospel meeting at the rooms.
4 30 P. M.—Service ot song at the rooms; addresB by Kev. 4. ii. Wright, of the St. Lawrence
street Congregational church. Mr. F. A. Bowdoin
will conduct the singing, assisted by Mr Frank ColJins on the cornet, with piano accompaniment by
Vlr. B. F. Hinds.
7 P. M.—Gospel meeting at the rooms. Addresses
by several Christian workers. A short praise service will precede the address,

New Organizations.
The Keeler and Bailey Underwear Company
has been organized with a capital of $37,000
for the purpose of manufacturing underwear
of every description. The company will have
conveyed to it the property belonging to James
Bailey and Edward Keeler, known as the Di-

rigo Knitting Mills,

Saccarappa.
The shares have a par value of $100. The
shares are owned by James Bailey, Edward
Keeler and James W. Bailey. The officers are:
President—James Bailey.
located

at

Treaiurer—Edward Keeler.

Directors—James
and James W.

Bailey,
Bailey.

ton to become their pastor.
Rev. Alfred Gooding has been elected pastor of the Unitarian church in Brunswick and
has accepted.
Rev. Mr. Dickinson, pastor of the Second
Parish church and Rev. A. P. Tinker of Auburn will exchange pulpits to-morrow.
Capt. Simon H. Pike, who has recently retired from the service of the International
Steamship Co has in the course of his experience as pilot and master made nearly 2500
passages along the coast between St. John,
Eastport, Portland and Boston.
The following have been appointed inspectors by Collector Morrill: Albert Boyd, Cap®
Elizabeth; Daniel Randall, Daniel W. Eaton

Union Junction Railway Company.
An adjourned meeting of the corporators of
the Union Junction Railway Company was
held at the office of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Company yesterday afternoon at
It was voted to appoint a commitprepare a code of by-laws and report at
a future meeting to be held on January 10th,
18S2, at 3 p, m., and George E. B. Jackson,
Samuel J. Anderson and L. D. M. Sweat
The meeting
were appointed said committee.
3 o’clock.
tee to

then

adjourned.

Edward

Keeler

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY

Auburn has sent off 1,263 o ses of Bboes, in
the past week. Some three factories that are
not shipping at present, have commenced
making a few goods, and are running small
crews.
The shops are getting out samples for
the spring trade. 1 here is an increased number of buyers in the Boston market, but they
don’t seem ready to place large orders.
They
are, rather, feeling the market.
ATTirn TPY> T

to-morrow

tor F. E. Clark, will give a
five sermons on successive Suuday mornings at
Williston church on “What we Believe” about
God, about man, about the bible, about the fuor

These
ture state, about the plan of salvation.
sermons will be a med especially at tbe objections urged by Xngersoll and other recent septics against Christianity, and it is hoped they
may prove of some service to the young and
inexperienced in forming a correct belief.
Church Lecture.
Rev. J. K. Smyth will deliver the second
lecture in his course at the New Jerusalem
church to-morrow evening, the special topic
being “God.” The lecturer will review some
of tbe skeptical theories of the present time be

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

sides setting forth the New Church conception
of God and His work of creation, preservation,
redemption and salvation.
Revival Services.
Union Hall, last night, concluded his discourse on the life of Joseph as a
type of Christ. To-night his theme will be
Mary at the feet of Jesus. Sunday, 10 a. m.,
love; feast preaching from the large chart and

King,

at

3 p. m. and 7 p. m_
Service of song G.30 p.m. Entrance 87 Free
street.

paintings

10.30

at

a.

m.,

The Allan Line.
The following are the Bailing dates of the
Allau Line from this port for December: Cir
cassian, Dec. 2d; Sardinian, Dec. 16th; Mo-

ravian, Dec. 30th. These are all first-class
passenger boats and are well known to our-

citizens._
Saccarappa.
Mr. C. E. Quiuby is building a tenement
house on the south side of the railroad on Central street.
On Tuesday evening Presumpscot River

Temple of Honor, No. 21, was instituted by
F. G. Graham, G. W. C. T., of Bangor, aud a

delegation

of

members

from

Forest

City

Temple of Portland. There were 29 charter
The following oflicers were inmembers.
stalled:
C. T.—Geo. F. Johnson.
V. T.— Benj. Vaughn.
P. C. T.—M. Y. Richards.
Rec. Secretary—F. L. Brown.
Asst. Rec. Sec.—G. T. Langley.
Treas.—D. Morrison.
Asst. Treas.—I. N. Chase.
Trustees—A. Libby, N. R. Martin, D. Jacksou.

interesting lecture,

leading men of America”—in the
Congregational church on Wednesday evening
the second entertainment of the S. L. & C

course.

Rev. F. E. Clark of Portland will lecture in
this course on next Thursday evening. Subject—“What’s in a Name.”
Mr. Staples is building a house on the south
side of the Beaver Pond on the Brackett
extension. The land in this immediate
vicinity is owned by Mr. E. J. Pennell who
has had it run out into house lots intersected
by cross streets running west from Spring
street, producing quite a number of available
building sites, which may be also reached
from Brackett street as a bridge ;s being built

street

across

the Beaver Pond at that

place.

Spanish Despotism.
Mr. Editor: I see by the Press of the 8th
that tonnage dues are to be paid on all merchandise shipped from our ports to any Spanish port. Has the Spanish government a right
to send an agent to our ports to collect duties
ou all merchandise to be shipped to Spanish
ports? It is an outrage for our vessels to be
compelled to pay 51.35 per ton on each and
A vessel of
every voyage they make to Cuba.
500 tons pays 5675 tonnage dues on each voyage to Cuba. A vessel can make six voyages a
year. This would give the Spanish government the sum of $1050 tonnage dues in each
year. Vessels should be required to pay tonnage dues only once a year in any country.
There is no couutry in the world where vessels
are so outrageously taxed as they are in
Spanish ports; aud now the Spanish consuls are instructed by their government to collect eight
or ten cents a ton on all goods to be shipped to
Spanish ports. These duties have been paid
for a number of years ou goods shipped from
our couutry to old Spain; but the shipper has
paid the tonnage dues ou his goods here, and
the vessel has paid for her Spanish manifest
and her tonnage dues in Spanish ports.
The Spanish goverment seems to have a
If
special affection ior the word “kilogram.”
or
you take a cargo of green lumber, or dry
must
a
to
Spanish port they
any kind of goods,
Duties are
all*be manifested in kilograms.
not paid an any kind of lumber or shooks by
kilograms or weight, but by the piece or thousand feet. Green lumber will grow lighter on
[Jews') a go

auu

uij

luuiuui

**

but tbe Spanssh people seem to delight in
their ignorance. Fifity years ago ships in the
port of Havana went to the wharf head on aud
their cargoes were taken from the main hatch
aud got forward aud down over the bow to the
wharf, the best way you could; aud the same
stupid course is taken to-day to discharge ship
cargoes. It is not for the want of wharfage.
Three ships could discharge in less time, side
to tbe wharf, than one cau bow to the wharf.
Spanish regulations for discharging ships are
worse than it was for St. Paul to cast out four
anchors over the stern of the ship to keep her
from drifting ashore, for that only proved that
If ignorance is bliss it is
he was not a sailor.
A Ship Master.
folly to be wise.
A Good Street Commissioner.
Mr.. Editor:—The older subscribers to your
paDer can recall to mind the administration of
many a street commissioner, but none where
the duties have been better performed than by
Where a load at
the present incumbent.
is needed there comes the tip cart to

gravel

Blankets

GLOVES
CASTOR,

drop its yellow burden. Where crushed rock
Bhould be, there it finds itself under pressure
of tbe huge roller. Where the lesser ministration of broom and rake are enough, a force of
We hear little or
men will be plying them.
nothing of new grades, entailing serious
grievance to house owners aud heavy costs to
the city, but needful work is done quickly aud
well, 'in short our street commissioner deserves the
hearty appreciation of the community for his good judgment, right economy
and well planned and liberal expenditure.
Citizen.

OILED BUCK.
76c.
CALF MI TS.

KID,

$ 1.00.

75o.

CLOTH,

GOAT,

It oosts only 25 cents a

a man does lives long after him, so the
really good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar may be new to you, its healing properties
have long been known and Ki preci ted, and when
we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar a rial for the certain cure of
Sore shroat, Coughs.
Colds, Whooping Cough
Hoarseness, &c., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so much

The good

60c.
76c.
Ladies’ and Children’s Gloves and Mittens
from 60c. up to $1.75.
$l.«*0

TRUNKS

cts.; large bottle, only 60 cts.
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Fills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portland,

OF

COLORED
SILKS

something

a good imitation
fine
of
Plush, at onefourth the price.
a

buy

aps 25c.

have

or

fine

our

made

just

all

on

THE
DRESSGOODS
HATTER makes them better value
197 Middle Street.
eodtt

Just
A FINE

than ever before offered in
this city. Don’t spend your
money until you have examined our stock and learned our prices.

CLOAKING,

SATURDAY.
19th,
ONand
Salesroom 18 Eichange street

10 a. m., at
shall sell
new
second-hand furniture, consisting in part
of H. w. and Ash Chamber sets. Parlor Sets,
Spring Rockers, lounger, B. W. and Marble Top
Tables, Easy Chars In hair cloth hud enamel, B. W.
and Ash Extension Tables, Hair and Excelsior
Mattresses, Parlor and Cook Stoves, ten Misfit

Winter weight, sliehtly dam
the inanui'actur* rs. ai the
low pi ice of $1.50 per yard. Perfect goods of t*>ts Weight and
quality have not been sold In this
or
market for less than
any
in

aged by

$3.00

per

PLUSHES.

novl7 dtd

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Hnlear«om IN

We also call attention to our
line
of Plushes, colored and
black, for Cloaks and Jackets;
price: from $3.00 to $9.00 per
yard; the higher grades being mr
back, wlticii arc new in the
market.
Trimming Plushes, in all colors. Stripe and mixed.

Plushes lit

purchas-

54 in.

STUDLEY,
dtf

FRENCH

OWEN, MOORE

Cur-

We have the largest variety and
the b> st bargains that
can be
found
anywhere. Prices from
50 cis. to $2.00 per yard.
1 Lot of mixed Heather Cloth*
in plain
nd stripe, for $1.50.
These goods are not sold less than
$4.00- They are heavier than
Ladies’ Cloth, and are adapted
for winter wear, and arc the papular material in other markets
for that use.
The best Black Cashmere that
can be found in any market, at
50cts. per yard.

Regular

SILKS.

Have made very extensive
for the

preparations

OPERA
Glasses.

BOOTS
Are Daily receiving Fall and Winter Styles in Fin*- Boots and Shoes.
We will mention some of ou

Specialties:

Gent’s Pine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Lined Goat
Ladies’ Chamois
Ladies’
Boo s, warm and nice.
High Cat, Scallop Top, Cnpacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Store open every

St.

W

eodtf

sizes.
this state
No other store
N.
hoot
has the
for Ladies’ wear.
Boots.

In many

At

cut.

6 50-liundr. ds to select from
Buffalo Rob s—a few small ones—
$6 and 7. Large oms, whole
skins, $IO, II, 12 io 20.
Fall and Winter Gloves and Iflitts,
Gents’7 5e, $1, up to Id- finest.
Ladies’ 75c. $1, I 25, to 2—$1500
We warworth to seh'Ct from.
rant to fit any hand.

FURS.
Merry’s Fur Caps, $1,1.50, 2, to 15.
Boys’ Cloth Caps 26c to $2.
Ladies* Furs aud Capes Caps $l*ol5; Fur
Sets, all prices; Fur Trimming all kinds.
Boys’ and Children’s Fur CapB oOc to $1.50.

FINE HATS.
make a specialty of fine
and Knox shapes—our $1

the best.

goods —the Dunlap
and $2 grades are

S3 50
will

buy

the entire

new

stotk Silk Ilat, Knox

shape.

Best $1 Umbrellas.
to $2 will
not to fade.

$1.60

buy

an

widths,

sizes

and half sizes.

Umbrella warranted

prices that defy competition.

We claim to have the largest
and
and best variety of Black
Corded bilks, Satins Merveilleti*,
both
Rhadamas, Kalin Brocades,

Wjer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS

Congress Boots, hand sewed, very stylish.

Newark Hand Sewed
French calf Congress

Oixltf

0Ct6

HEAD

before

stock
elsewhere,
our

spection

A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a fall line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great, variety of imported
Cards.
Also,
Thanksgiving, Birth Annonncement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid

we

or

by

mail.

A

Finely Assorted Stock
sewed

Of Gentlemen’s

best

quality, hand

Jersey

goods.

for retail on WEDNESDAY, 16th, one of

Bookseller and Stationer,

Tlio Hatter

237 Diddle Street,
SlftN

op

GOLD

HAJ.

Congress St.

515
noy9

dtf

MONEY!

mention.

For the better accommodation of my Eastern
Wholesale Trad*, I shall on Saturday, Nov. 6th,
reopen the old stand No. 560 Congress street, as a
depot for my popular brands of

Velvets.
inch in Co’ored to 27 inch in Black.
Black Stripe Velvet for Over D>esses.
Biark Br.,cade Velvet for Over Dresses
and Cloaks.

In connection with this, at retail may be found %
full line of Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes, &c. lean and
will sell the best o and 10 cent Cigars in this or any
other city. All who call will receive his money’s
worth every time.

C. H. STEBBINS,
_ao<12W
PORTER KNITTING TARN, Red, (8
shades,) Blue, (3 shades,) Iron Gray,
Silver Gray, Brown and Black. Price 20
dov5

ever shown in New

narrow

goods

a

FOX

All are invited to examine.

Immense Success
Attends the sale of Boyd’s fine N. Y*, Boots.

BREECH

Size 28 by 48 inches, Weight 7 1-2
ounces, plump. Place

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boors. E. T. MEHRILL
is making n specialty of
them.

Overshoes in all the styles.

Startlingly

Ladies’ Rubbers.
In many styles, Ladies’ Rubbers for long slim feet

Sent by mail to any address, postage prepaid.

At 121 corns STREET.

BKUWJM,
ALLAN

DEALER.
eodtf

Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
and gu iranteed.
For passage and Inlormation apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE & ALDKN, 207 B'way, N. Yf; 201 Waahington St., Boston; 107 South 6tb St, Phila.
Ticket* for *nle at E. A. Waldron’- Ticket
OiHce.
novl9-dtjan4

dfc
tJJjO )l/vU
novl9

dlw

BLANKETS!

From $2.25 up lo genuine
ail wool Blankets at

$10

Horatio

a

pair.

Staples.

APPLES.

Gloves.
We would call special attention to a
lot of Keal Kid Gloves, 2-bntton, at the
low price of 75 cents per pair.

Fancy

-FOB SALE BY-

W. M. MAXIM &

Goods.

103 & 105 Commercial Street ‘I2w

nov8

KJ

Electric Fuse.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

221

MIDDLE

STREET.

G. L. BAILEY.

ik,
Jy30»QlW

JXdL-Hi-CNI

Winter Undershirts end Drawers
cts. and

from

upward.

HORATIO STAPLES
WM.

MARKS,

M.

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
!P .’inters’

Exchange,

111

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Orders

Flue Jab Printing a Specialty.
oy mall or In person promptly atta'-u«d ta.

Removal.
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry nntl NauWe are constantly adding Fancy Goods
to our stock. Tidies, Buttons. Silk Mittens, Wooleu Mitten-, Milk Hosiery, Wool
Hosiery and Fleeced Hosiery. Knit Jackets for Ladies, in Foreign and Domestic
Goods. Fur Trimmings and Plu-h Trimmiugs, in all nidth*, Linen Handkerchiefs for Ladies and Gentlemen, Pa-samenteries and Fringes in Black, Knitting Silk, Corsets, Hamhnrgs, Laces in
Wh le Antique. Nottingham, Torchon and
Cotton Lace, Black Spanish. French and
Maite-e Lace, Black and Spotted Nets,
Ties, and Fichues.

UNDERWEAR.
Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s
Nnderwear in every grade.
The Celebrated HATH t WAY COTTON
UNDERWEAR, for Ladies and Gentlemen, that need no other recommendation
-than this notice.

tical Store, removed to

No. 51 Exchange street,
directly opposite

their

old

stand_sepBdmS

_

Kennebec Breed Canned Corn
FOK SALE BY

\V. M. MAXIM & CO.,
Wholesale Dealer. iu Fruits A Produce,

103 & 105 Commercial St, Portland^
Underyests and Drawers at lowest
possible .prices.

HORATIO^

STAPLES.

OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS.
old fashioned Andirons
condition, which we will sell a
Grandfather’s
Clocks, all
Also
prices.
a

few seta of

in perfect
WEtaa*e
reasonable

can

be seen at
L. E. LCNT&Co’S,
210 Fore St., Fortland, Me.

_dlm
Manufacturer’s Remnants

oot24

MILLETT & LITTLE

-CF-

UNBLEACHED

CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in Fruit and Prodnce,

ATLAS

POWDER,

Agent fer Dupont’s Powde* Ulills.

In running order,

Nonesuch,
Baldwins, &c.

REN BROCK,

k aid
Particular attentian paid ta ■
Puutpklci Prtutiua
TnThStf
jr,

Nodheads*

specia tj

will buy a two story house containQ
iug 11 rooms, besides bath room
aud closets, situated in westerly part of the city.
Inquire of John C. Procter, 93 Exchange St.

Boots, $1.00

BLANKETS!

AND

Baltimore.

Goods!

Children’s

At.f

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Fortnightly services from GLASGOW. GALWAY,
LONDONDERRY

in

Solid Leather

School

LINE

LIVERPOOLJDIREOTTO PORTLAND. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and Queenstown to

Prices

Children’s Spring Heel Extension Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

n

QUEENSTOWN,

Low

misses

Boots and Shoes

SHOE

We hare just added to our stock all the
desirable colors in Germantown worsted,
Peckham, Saxon;, Scotch and Domestic
Tarns.

The most easy hitting and Durable Stock in the
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

REVOLTERS,

CJ

restyour

MERRILL.

i CUTLERY

11

—

L OA DIN G

Damask

Linen

E.T. MERRILL

Gentleman’s Narrow

I
I
w

N1

—AND—

novl5-dtf

TACKLE,

__

and

--

FISHING

!

Yarns

Those Donga Boots!!.

specialty.

G

PARKER)

In Striped or Broche Square, or Long
India and French effect

England.

staples.

HORAT'O

-—-#—

SHAWLS.

ments of both useful and fancy articles

THEN

Long Blim

STREET.

560 CONGRESS

NO.

the finest and most extensive assort*

Ladies’

THE
novlO

MER
RY,

b: CLARK,

FRANK

purcbusing

inearefnl
a
convince everyone

as

wrill

of tue facts

enable those who

attending the last few days, will open

and C.

SCOTCH CAPS.
Goods sent C. 0. D. with privilege to examine,

QUARTERS
FOE-

CHRISTMAS CARDS

wish to avoid the great crowd always

boots, all widths, AA, A, B

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

87c to $1.

ST.,

OPP. PREBLE BOUSE.

invite utl customers looking for
such goods to call and examine

CASHMERE

HOLIDAYS

Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

Newark Cloth Top

Horse Blankets

QXi We

styles,

all

<ac. Ladies’ Walking Boots.

Blankets, Square—Blankets, large
sizes—$1.50, 1.75, 2, 2.50, 3, to

Evening

cts. a skein.

this season, and to

sizes and half

$1.15, 1.20, 1.25,
1.50,1.75,2, 2.25,2.50 to 4—all

.Vtcrcban-

the crowd.

BLANKETS,
Worsteds
BOOTS £ gHOES.
Towels,
All widths,
GLOVES,
in
Y.
FURS,
Boyd
HORATIO STAPLES’
Kid
HATS, Ladies’ Walking
Plush Lined
Wolf Robes $9.00.
ones $9.50. 10. II,
12, 13.50,
15. 16.50— lane stock

sale of Furniture and General

diae every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
oet8dtf
m.
Consignment# solicited.

MAMMOTH

UlVlDlULLLiio,

Hi.
W. AI LKN

■

Black and Colored Dress or Cloaking
Y«Tvet., from 18 inch. 20 inch and 22

CLOCKS

509

n

0.

cigars.

Call and examine before you purchase.

Tin

Exchange

BAILKY,

WTER CREESE&C0

OF

novl9

TIT

we

estry Carpets, Mirrors, Dining Chairs, Pictures, old
Antique Bureaus, stands Crockery and Glass ware,
Kitchen Furniture, Ac Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO„ Aucts.

yard.

same
than tile
goods cun be
found In any mark* t.
We have the best Black bilk for
$1.50 per >ard in Portland. We

IMPORTATION 253 Middle Street.

ROB Atwood k Wentworth,
ES Congress
WB

at

Nov.

F. O.

for street and evening wear, that
he found East of Sew York,
and we Oder them at lower prices

novl 9

dtf

New and Second-hand Furuiture,
Carpets, Ac., by Auction.

can

Received

m.

Tap-

ricle and Plain, that cannot be
found anywhere else.

of any kind until you have
examined our stock.

we

novlO

Congress Street.

The above have been

Remember the mark-down

COE,

m., 2.30 and 7.30 p.

a.

novlO

Children’s
Dress
Garments
Goods.

t rench Seal $1.00.
Nutria $ .0O.

We are closing out our soft and stiff hats at
about cost. Our $2.00 La l»e-I>as now
$•.50, our $2.50 soft and stiff hats now
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds. Laddies’ Seal and Otter sets.

10

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

ed recently at a low reduction
from Hrst prices of this season.

Ladies’

Fin China, Wedgwood’s, Copeland’s, Old Hull, Brownlield.and
other makes of Decorated English Wu<e, Majolica Ware, Glass
Ware, Silver Elated Ware, Ac.
This is a Large Stock of first
class Goods full Dinner Sets,
Tea Sets, Umbrella Stauds, Cups
and saucers, Ac. o
We are selling this fine stock at Store No. 646
Congress street, by auction. Sales every day, at

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

new, and

Caps.

Seal $4.00.
Otter $4.00.

516

Cloaking

We make a specialty of these goods.
Paper covered $1 00.
Zinc covered $3.00.
Leather covered $4.50.
Also solid sole leather and Bnreau Tranks.

Fur

LITTLE,

SILK VELVETS,
finish,

-0F-

CHILDREN’S

Black and Colored
Plush

HAM-.fr.

IMPORTERS’^SALE

Will oiler 15 Pieces

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we shall
sell cheap.

Don’t

BAGS

NEW ADVERT1SEMEN TS.

PRI
CE
LIST

examined this lot.

AND

a

relief toothers. The Materia Wedica does not furnish better remedies for the db eases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry and Tar. Tttir virtues have long been kn >wn and appreciated, and
you cannot fa 1 Of relief if yon give Dr, Graves’
Balsam a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10

Have just secured a large
lot of Fine Plushes at a
very low price, and shall
offer a full line of shades
at a lower price than has
ever been named on Plushes before in this city. Don’t
buy Pluses until you have

■

AUCTION

GOODS

AND

We have over twenty kinds, ranging from
$1.10 up to $8.00.

Bov’s

subject—“The early

life of the
as

HORSE

spring.

virtues of

place

the larg-

WOLF, $8.SO. *9.00 and up to $18.00,
Plush lined, BUFFALO, $6.00, $7.00 unllned, $10.00 to $20.00 lined with plush.
These are this year’s robes.

YORK COUNTY.

Complaints.

our

DRY

MILLETT

PLUSHES.

OUR
PRICES
ON
ROBES.

T. B. Hussey of North Berwick took his entire corps of employes to the Boston fairs.
Hon. Joseph Hobson of Saco proposes to put
into the river the coming winter 10,000,000 feet
of hemlock, spruce and pine lumber. His last
drive will hang up for the winter near Salmon
Falls aud be ready to come down in the early

Rev. Mr. Dickerman of Lewiston delivered
an

What others are offering call at
and satisfy yourself that we keep
est stook and sell the lowest.

Another case of small pox has appeared in
Boothbay. Joseph Boyd is the victim.

Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has been before the
public for years, and is pronounced by thousands superior to all other articles for the cure
of Coughs, Colds, Influenza and all other Pul-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

B 4 U C

AATTVTV

Last week Mr. John Meader aud son arrived
at Rangeley from a hunting and trapping tour
at Seven Ponds and near the Canada boundary line, bringing with them four beaver
pelts, also mink, otter and sable pelts. Hunting and trapping are very good this fall.

monary
bottle.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

LINCOLN COUNTY.

morning the pas-

course of four

Mr.

A WTTt

The buisness'outlook in Harrison is very encouraging. The wire aud machine business
in Harrison was never better aud the clothing
manufactory of Jordan & Emery, is taking a
new departure, by the employment of steam
for heating their large new building as well as
for running the large number of sewing machines used. ‘V long line of shafting is already
in place. A fine new boiler and engine stand
ready to be harnessed with the necessary number of long belts, and in a few days there will
be a scene of activity, accompanied by the
best modern machinery that can be hardly
equalled in the State for any Bimilar purpose. About 100 hands will be regularly employed in the shop, aud xhe outside work will
give business to some hundreds of workers.

Williston Church.

Beginning with

the well-fiiled

Before commencing the guests were
called to order by P. K. Hills, Esq., who, in
some well chosen remarks, extended to Mr.
Johnson the kindly wishes and congratulations
tables.

Executive Nominations.
Governor Plaisted has made the following

nominations:
To justify meridian lines—Noah Barker, Corinth.
riously injured by hazing at Bowdoin College.
Trustee of the Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home,
It appears that one of the young men was a
Bath, "to Jill vacancy’’—W. G. Haskell, Lewislaw
known
ton.
son of Mr. S. C. Strout, the well
Trustee of the Reform School, "to fill vacanyer of this city, and, as near as we can gather,
cy,—Daniel W. True, Portland.
the young man was not injured in the exercise
Commissioner of Fish and Game, "to fill vaHe
of what is generally known as hazing.
cancy"—Everett Smith, Portland.
a
Trial Justices—Charles F Weed, Monticello;
when
was standing in his room at night
large
D. G. Cook, Presque Isle; Robert A. French,
stone was thrown though the window breaking
Broolin: E. Webster French, Tremont; John
the glass, and striking him in the eye. Young
E. Bartlett, Somesville; F. A. Simpson, Carbut
was
the
by
was
laid
blow,
Strout
mel; Hannibal H. Powers, Pittsfield; Charles
postraie
H. Buzzell, Monroe; Hiram L. Win*, Searsabout to stand it and say nothing, boy-like, but
mont; Francis Butterfield, Danforth: Leonard
the next morning he discovered he could not
.Fisher, Charlotte; D. F. Mooney, Lubec; Jas.
The physicians at Brunssee out of his eye.
Meserve, Buxton,
Public—Charles
W. Goddard,
notaries
wick did not like to treat the case and Strout
Portland; Dennis A. Meaher, Portland; E.
was sent home, where he has been confined to
S.
J.
Webster French, Tremont;
Mazey, Marthe house ever since, and part of the time to
den; William F. Plummer, Addison.
Fish Wardens—John Mead, Bridgton; Louis
his bed. Drs. Holt and Gordon have been treatNorth Haven.
ing him and he can see a little out of the eye, McDonald,
Coroner—James F. Blunt, Mt. Vernon.
but the doctors say it will be three months beJustices of the Peace—Frank A. Bishop,
fore they can decide what the result will be.
Hermon; Frederic Robie, Gorham; Charles P.
RockDeputy Sheriff Parker has fully ihvestigat- Wiggin, Bangor; Geo. W. Brainard,
land; Allen E. Rogers, Orono; William G.
ed the case and on Thursday arrested seven
Hunton, Readfield; James C. Scott, GreenBowdoin stud ents for the affair, and they have
bush; Jas. D. Fessenden. Portland; Daniel 0.
Robinson, Augusta; Benj. Hardy, Brewer;
been put under bonds of $10,000 each. The
Ashur H. Barton, Benton; Geo. H. Brown,
Samnames of those arrested are as follows:
Mason; John J. Perry, Portland; C. B Donuel E. Packard, Portland, Ernest C. Smith,
worth, Machias; John A. Blanchard, OldAugusta; Noah B. K. Pettengill, Augusta; town; L. T. Carlton, Winthrop; Sanford S.
Chapman, Fairfield: Oliver B. Clason, GarCharles H. Dunning, Brownville; Henry K
diner; James R. Cunningham. Gardiner; O.
Bradley, Bangor; Donald C. Clark, Bangor; C. Evans, Rumford; Marcell VV. Hall, Dover;
Albert F. Sweetser, Searsport.
I. W. Hanson, Poland: J. H Kidder, Bridgewater; John Kirk, Togus; W. A Lancaster,
Of these Dunning and Pettengill are Juniors
F. Lynch, Machias; W. E.
President Cham- Augasta: John
and the rest Sophomores.
Maxcy, Gardiner; Z. L. Whitney. Raymond;
berlain and Prof. Robinson are the sureties.
Frank E. Rowell, Kittery; Lewis Wyman,
Palmyra; Aaron B. Noyes, Whitefield; A. G.
Personal.
Emery, Skowhegan.
exhave
of
Ellsworth
The Unitarian Society
STATE NEWS.
tended a call to Rev. L. B. McDonald of Bos-

and Wm. H. Plummer, Portland.

GERSTER.

The great topic of conversation in the musical circles of this city is the Gerster concert,
which will take place at City Hall next Mon-

most

Hats, Hats

A Serious Affair.
fortnight ago an article appeared in this
paper, taken from the Bangor Commercial,
speaking of two young men who had been seA

laughter.
Mrs. Knight had but little to do as Mrs.
Dashwood, the gay society widow, but she
uressed the part superbly in her esthetic dress
of pale blue, trimmed with olive green, aud

Boots and S*oe»—Prown.
Just received—Atwood A Wentworth.
Price is« of robes—Merry.

Studley’s is

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
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Sunday Services.
▲BYMDUAjr Church.— Preaching
Sunday sehool at 4V4 p. m. Evening meeting
serviee at 3 p.

m.

at 7.
Bethel Church.—Services IOV2 a. m., 3 and 7Va
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7*/*
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free,
Beading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Bradley Chubcu.
Sunday, Nov. 20. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.30 a. m„ and Mrs
Morgan will preach at 3 p. m.
Cape Elizabltii Depot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School affTurner'fc Island at 10 o’clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at 1% and preaching at 2Va, Prayer
meeting* at both places at 7 Sabbath evenings,
Wednesday
on
evening on the Hill Cla«s
meetings at both places on Frid *y evenings. Communion Servio© on the Hill the first Sabbath cf each
month Rev. M. C. Pendexter, preacher in charge

Church of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Sta;
10 vs a. m. Lorde-day Bchooi at 12 in.
Lord’* Supper at 3 p. in. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
All are invited.
7Vi. All are welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church -Rev. G. D. Lind8 Eastern Promenade;
No.
Residence
say, pastor;
Sabbath
Preaching at lOVfc a. m; and 3 p.m.
School atlV&p. m; Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Rev. Thomas Tyrle of Auburn, will preach morning
and afternoon and Rev. I. G. Sprague will hold a
special service in the Sabbath school aDd assist in
the evening prayer meeting.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown, D. D., pastor. Residence. 219 Cumber
land street; Preaching by the pastor at 101/* a. m.;
and by Rev. M. C. Pendexter at 3 p. m; Sunday
School at 1V4 p. m; Prayer meeting Sunday evening at t> and 7 o’clock, and i'u sday evening at 7V2*
Church of the Messiah—Cor. Congress and India Sts. S bbath school at 3 p. m.; Preaching at
7 by Rev. J. P. Yeston, D. D.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at lOVa a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting at
7Va i*. m. All are welcome.
Free Street B iptist Church—Rev. Jas. McWhiuuie, pastor. Morning Service at 10y2 a. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m; Preaching in the evening
at 7 p. m. Annual Thanksgiving collec ion will be

Preaching at

uueu.

First Uxiversalist Church, Congress Square.
Services at at 10% a. m., and 7 p. in. Sunday
school at 3 p. m. Preaching by Rev. Dr. Flanders,
Boston, Mass.
Free Baptist Church, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowdeii, Pastor.
at 1.30 p. m Preaching at 3 p. m.
School
Sunday
First Baptist Church, Congress St.,
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, fir., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.. preaching at 3;
Sunday sell ol concert at 7.30; the ant.ual Thanksgiving collect! »n in the afternoon; Prayer meeting
Tuesday evening at 7.30. Young people’s meeting
Friday evening at 7.30.
First

oppofcte

First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. G. F iegre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
W. H. Fenn, pastor
High St. Church—Rev.
Preaching service at 10% a. m. Sunday *chool at
12 ra. Su day School Concert at 7 p. m. The us ial Thanksgiving Collection will be taken up at the

morning

service.

Knightville

Jaques, pastor.
3% p.

Rev. Parker
Church.
Preaching at 2% p. m. Sunday
M.

E.

Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday

school at

m.

evening at 7%.

New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Divine Services at
10% a. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Evening service with lecture at 7 o’c ock.
Subject: “God.”
Religious meeting Tuesday at 7% o’clock.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Kev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
Sabbath school immediately after the preachp m.
ing service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.
Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
Rev. W. R. Alger, will preach at 10Vs a. m; Sunday
School at 12 in; Evening service at 7. Subjects:
Morning; “Auger and the limits of its use.” Evening; “.anger and the penalties of its abuse.”
Preble Chapel.
Sunday, Nov. 20, Sunday
School at 2p. m, Preaching at 3 p m. Sunday

School concert at 7 p. m. Free to all.
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur,
Preaching »»t 10V2 a. m. and 3 p. m.; S&bth school 1% p. m.; Prayer meetings 6 and ].
Plymouth
Church, (Congregational.)—Rev.
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10.30. a. m. and 7.00 p. m., by the pastor.
Second Advent CnuRCH, Union Hall,
Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30
a. m. 3
and 7 p. m.
Sabbath school atl2ro;
Prayer meeiings Tuesday and Friday evenings at
7.30.
Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor Preaching
at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1%

Cstor;

religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
Friday eve .ings. All are welcome.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10% a. m. an<< 3 p. m. Sunuay
Bcho 1 at 1% p. m Prayer mooting at 7 p. m.
Yourg People's meeting Thursday evening at 7%
Rev. Elijah Kellogg of Boston, will preach toSocial

p. m.
And

morrow, both in rnin and afternoon.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church.
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11 a. m.
State

Congregational

Street

Preaching at 10%
Cbarl. s I). Barrows.

av

Church.

m. and 7 p. m. by Rev.
Anmal Thanksgiving collecservice. Sunday School at 3

Dalton, Recm.
Sunday

Hi*

t*

8t. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress
cust St. Rev. Arthur W. Litt.e, Rector.
at 10.30. a. m. and 7.30 p. m.

and Lo

Services

St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
State St., (near f-pring ) Rt. Rev. H A. Neely Rector, Rev. C. Morton bills, Canon; Sunday nervices
Morning nt 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
daring Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, ut 7 o’
clock We«k d*y services daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00, and 6 p. m: From Advent to Trinity on Friday, livening Prayer with Lecture at
T.30. Holy Commuuion every
at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy Days at 11. 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
»

Sunday

Sons of Temperance hall—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society st 2Vi p. m.
Subject to be
given by the audience. All are invited.
West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11
m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev.
J. G. HolbrouE D. D. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.

Williston Church, Congregational, corner
Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
at
10.30 a. m.
Sabbath
Preaching
pastor.
school at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Woodford’s Cong. Church. Rev. S. Winchester
Adriance, pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10.30
a. m. and 7 p. m. Evening sermon on “The Adver
sative Conjunction of Lite” S. S. at 11.4 6.
West EkoM. E. Church, Rev. Parker Jaques
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after, ^rayer meeting on Sunday
evening at 7.3o; on *iMKiay evening at 7.46. Class
Thomas and

meeting on Friday evening.
Young

Men’s

Street,
gress
■->
7
p.

p. m.,

Christian

Association, Con-

a. m.
Elm.—Meetings
Wednesday and Saturday at 7Va

at 9

corner
also on

and

m.

Hp-Tbe Peoples Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile Hall
Farrington block .Congress St. Speaking at 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. by George A. Fuller, of Dover, Mass.
Subjects or even ng lecture to be taken from the
aadieDce. After each lecture Mr. Edgar W. Emer
son of Manchester, N. H., will give tests and des-

criptions.

_

The Household.
Pretty Home Made Rugs,
One often sees circular rugs made of plaited cotton rags, spread about on the floor of
frugal housewives; but I wonder that more
farmers’ wives do not appreciate the really
artistic rug made by piecing together thin
strips of woolen cloth of all lengths and
colors, and then knitting them into strips
garter fashion, with two large wooden needles. If a circular mat Is wanted, knit all
the material into one long, narrow strip, alternating the colors and varying them as
much as possible, and using a good deal of
black to separate them and sew together into shape, in the same manner as the rugs
made of plaited rags are sewu. If you want
a square or oblong rug, knit in strips the
desired length till you have the necessary
number, and then sew them together. A
very pretty fringe is made for either the
round or square rugs by piecing the rags
together in the same way as for kuitting the
strips, then winding them over a round
stick, fixing them securely in shape with a
line, or stitching with strong carpet thread,
and then sliding it off 'the stick, and sewing
it to the edge of the rug, on the same line
of stitching to secure it in place.
The work is quite fascinating as it grows
so fast under your hands, and the alternating of colors varies the monotony. Black is
the best groundwork for all other colors,
and fortunately there is always more of it to
be easily obtained. The arrangement of the
colors is a pleasing occupation for the mind.
The strips can he knit in squares, red, blue,
yellow, green, &c., each colored square alternating with a black one, or every other
strip may be of a plain color, alternating
with a black strip.
Thus, one red strip, one
black strip, one blue strip, one black strip,
and so on, for if you have a great deal of a
single bright color you can make one-half of
the strips of that, and alternate with black.
Besides being pretty it is the most economical sort of work, as all the snippings and
trimmings of all sorts of woolen stuff that
are too small to he put to any other use can
l,,.

...-A

in

nrorr

orwl flin

rnrro

for the parlor
the work at

well made are nice enough
and sittiug room. It is just
which to set the ch Idren, boys as well as
girls on a rainy day. The quick succession
of colors will make it interesting to them.—

Country Gentleman.

Farm Notes for November.
The barnyard is of more importance in
farm economy han the house yard, because
out of it are the issues of crops. It is there
that the manure is made and preserved.
Some farmers have no barnyard, and they
make very Jittle manure, and save or preSuch farmers
serve none.
later go to the wall. The
of
will answer as

must

sooner or

no-barnyard system
long as the virgin
farming
fertility of the soil is not exhausted, but after that the farmer who forgets his manurplie, or neglects to guard it with a covetous
eve is behind the age.
A proper barnyard
for the advanced and progressive farmer is
one that is
dished-sloping from all sides
toward the centre—with the bottom

cement

in some other way made water tight.
The animals are fed under cover, and the
yard is for the keeping of the soiid and liquid manure that comes from the stock. The
litter should be so abundant that the liquid
is all absorbed by it. To prevent the washing of the manure by rains, a cover for the
yard, or that portion devoted to the preservation of the manure, should be provided.
Such a cover costs only a few dollars, and
Will P»y for Itself the first year in a larger
(juanUty and better quality of manure, Look
out tor the manure and see that none ofthis valuable manure goes to waste.

ed,

or

der shelter so far as to include wagons of the
cheapest and most durable kind, wheelbarrows, and even stoneboats. It costs much
less in the long run to have sheds for all
these. Decay is slow and goes on without
any noise, but It does go on nevertheless. To
be sure there is some picturesqueness in a
reaper standing In the middle of a stubble
field, with its four red arms pointing towards
the four winds of heaven, but It is not true

and economical farming. A hayrack leaning against a tree, with a pig rubbing against
it, is an object that might inspire an artist,
but it is not the best place for either the
rack or the pig. If one is more interested in
the manufacture of farm implements than
the preserving of them, then leave all farm
machinery out of doors. It, like many othslip-shod methods of doing farm work, leads
straight to that conclusion summed up in
the three words, “farming don’t pay.”
The ice crop is one that is harvested in
the winter, and if properly done and used
to the best advantage, it is one of the most
profitable crops of the farm. Ice is no longer
to be considered as a luxury, but rather a

necessity, especially in dairy farming. The
house, if not already built, should be erect-

ed before winter sets in. It is better to
budd a substantial house, and one that is
larger than is required to hold the ice for a
single season’s use. It is unpleasant to
make all the arrangements for the use of
ice, and then have it fail for a season. To
avoid this, store enough for two seasons, and
keep a supply for one year ahead for an
emergency.
The farmer who keeps no accounts must
work in the dark. He cannot tell how much
bis work pays, or whether one part of the
farm may not cause a positive outgo, instead
of being a source of iucome. He might
know by a few hours spent in book-keeping
that his greatest profit comes from early
lambs, or the field of roots, or the dairy, and
in this way know what changes to make to
increase the income of the farm, and |diminish the outgo, or both. Accounts should be
kept with each field. Only the main points
should he entered,
ft is a mistake to eo into all the details, as some have done. Simple accounts that can be kept without imposing a burden, and at the same time covering tne essentials, are all that should be
Don’t Let The Cows Go Dry.
even season of milk is absolutely
necessary to be a profitable one. There is
nothing that the dairyman needs more exhortation upon than that of giving a full ration to his herd at all times during the milkseason.

Theie is less excuse for feeding a good
milch cow stingily than, any other farm animal. She does not ask any credit, she
makes prompt daily payment, and her product is a cash article, if he has not the food
at hand, prudence and good judgment, as
well as humanity, require him to furnish
her full rations at all times, without regard
We
to a favorable or unfavorable season.
always counsel dairymen to make an earnest
effort to produce all the food for their herds
unon their own farms, but the first principle of profitable dairying requires that they
give abundant food to keep up an even flow
of milk, whether they produce or purchase
the foot.—Live Stock Journal.

Rheumatism

is nothing more palnlul than these
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use or Perry Davis'

cheap Benzine

a

that must be kept
away from Are or heat to aToid danger
of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.

Pain Killer has been in constant

Edgar Cady, Owatonna,Minn., says:

About a year since my wife became subject
to severe suffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to the Pain Killeb, which speedily
relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from the Sailors’
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

I experienced immediate relief from pain in
the side by the use of your Pain Killeb.

E. York says:

I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit

Barton Seaman says:

Have used Pain Killeb for thirty years,
and have found it a never-failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

Mr. Burditt writes:
Phil.

relief in cases of rheumatism.

Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:

IYom actual use, I know your Pain Killer
is the best medicine I can get

All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
is so low that it is within the reach of all,
and it will save many times Its cost In doctors’
bills. 25c., 50c. and 91.00 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I,
28
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Mrs. Botherem’s Notion.
“Yes, yes,” said eld Mrs. Bothorem, “I know
what corpuscles is, I does. Corpuscles is them *ete

thinaa lilt** Krtila

nnlxr hiotwr

that, whnn

veil

uit V.m

he back of your lit-ad. or alongside your neck,
they take all the strength out of you and you die.
Yes, yes, I know what corpuscles is; I’ve had lots
on ’em
‘•Why, law me,ma,” said Jenny Botherem—“why,
how you do talk.
Why. them wasn’t corpuscles;
Don’t you know nothing?”
them was carbuncles!
“Well,” replied old Mother Botherem, “carbunor
or
whatever
ples
corpuscles,
you may call ’em,
I’ve had lots on ’em, and I don’t want no more.”
extern
of
the
Now that is the
knowledge many
people have about blood corpuscles. Without the
in the blood,our blood would be good for
nothing; in fact, we would have no blood at all.
The blood itself is watery fluid. Seventy-nine per
cent, of it is water, or something very much like
water. The other 21 per cent, is solid matter. 'Ihe
great excess of water carries the solid matter along.
'I he solid matter is suspended in the fluid part of
The word
the ulood in the form of “corpuscles.”
corpuscle means “a little body.” It is, indeed,
“little,” so little that it cannot be seen with the
naked eye? but only with the aid of a microscope. Bring a owerful microscope to bear on a
drop of blood and we see a groundwork of pa e.
straw color, or almost white with myriads of these
Ther-j are
wee bits of corpuscles floating about.
two kiuds of corpuscle*—the red ones and those
which are a most white. It is with the red ones
that we have to do. Take th»m up and measure
them. It would take 3,20u of them laid in a
straight line, to make an inch in length. In one
cubic inch of blood there are seventy thousand million red corpuscles
Go on counting these at the
rate of one hundred a minute, and it would take
What
you about 1,330 years to count the lot.
makes them led?
The coloring matter isasnbstan e called “Bsematine,” which owes its redness
argely to iron. What produces the ruddy flesh color and the rosy tints on the human skin? It is
“hiematinc” in the blood corpuscles, and that is
colored by the presence of iron.
In such a form as to enter easily into the liquid
blood, the iron fluds its way into the system. When
there is enough iron in the blood the system is in
good order; the cheeks are ruddy, the eyes are
bright, the countenance is cheerful, the mind is
clear. When there is not iron enough, the flesh is
pale and flabby; the sparkle of the eye is goue; the
walk is a painful drag; the outlook on the future is
full of distr< S3.
Give us iron, then, in the blood. Color these corpuscles and quicken them to healthy action. But
how shall we put the iron in? We cannot swallow
nails, or the contents of a junk shop. True; but
we can swallow with pleasure and profit a preparation which chemical science has produced from this
hard and unyielding mineral. Brown’s Iron Bitters
contains in exactly the right proportion a preparation of iron which, with cinchona and other ingredients works the most felicitous results to the weary,
This is no ptere
the ailing and the debilitated.
nostrum but a real remedy which has been so eftried
and
that
is recommended
it
proved
fectually
with confidence to the most delicate of every age
ami either sex. No invalid need fear ill results from
taking Brown’s Iron Bitters. It is compounded
only of ingredients used by the medical faculty
It can not possibly hurt anybody. It is not the
kind of Bitters that induces a thirst for strong
drink. Beneficent in its agency, and healthful in
its results, it is speedy and certain in its operation.
Brown’s Iron Bitters may be had of every respectable druggist. A dollar, which is the price of a
bottle, is a very small sum to invest in a remedy
which is certain to he as beneficial as this has
proved to be in thousands of well-known cases.

corpuscles

The Philadelphia News says a pound
feathers is a heavy as a pound of lead. That
depends. If a pound of feathers were to fall
from a third story window and alight upon a
of

man’s head, and five minutes afterward a
pound of lead were to fall the same distance
from above and strike him on the same spot,
he would be willing to swear that the lead
weighed a ton more than the feathers.—Norristown Herald.
Facts.
A letter from P. O. Sharpless, druggist, Marion, Ohio, in writing of Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, says:—“One man was cured of sore throat
of eight years’ standing with one bottle.” We
have a number of cases of rheumatism that
have beeu cured when other remedies have
failed. We consider it the best medicine sold.
A scientist says that a traveller who could
make the circuit round the earth in eighty
days, would need twenty-four years for his
journey around the sun. That settles it. We
shall not attempt the latter journey. Twentyfour years is altogether too long to be away
from home, with the meter registering gas all
the same as if it was burned at home.-Norristown Herald.
A

Pure and Effective Hair Dressing.
of Cocoanut Oil,
a compound

Cocoaine,

VtoaiuiHnu
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Hair anrl ia

aurn
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allnv all itch-

iug aud irntatiou of the scalp.
The superiority of Burnett's Flavoring
Extracts consists in their pei feet purity and
strength.

correspondent writes that perhaps it
would be a pity for Miss Fanny Parnell to
study the graver poems of her ancestor, old
Dr. Thomas Parnell. She might lose someA

thing of the easy grace of her delightful dithyrambics. On the other hand, she would be
pleased to learn that the excellent old man evidently had a spirit of prophecy, when, in the
only two lines ever quoted from him, he
wrote—
"And all that’s madly odd or wildly
We call it only pretty Fanny’s way.”

the last straw that broke the camel’s
back, but one bottle of the Banner Kidney
Remedy, “Elixir or Lire Root,” will usually cure tho worst case of Kidney Complaint
It

or

was

Dyspepsia._

"I have good news for you,” said old Buyerton, to a clerk in his office. “Your uncle who
died last week left his Ohio farm to your cousin Ben and you get nothing.” The clerk
loughed a loud laugh of joyous relief. “By
George!” he said, “that takes a load off me
Uncle Ezra was so angry at me the week before he died, that he swore he would leave me
that farm. It has two tax titles and three
mortgages on ii, there is a daw in the original
patent, bve families are dgbting for it, and
there is a stranger in possession. Ben must
have made the old man aw:ul mad somehow.”
And the happy clerk turned to his work with
a

glad, light heart.—Burlington Hawkeye.
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Dr. HOLMAN’S PAD is the OKIGINAl
AND O.VLV gGENCIVE CURATIVE
PAD, the only remedy that has an honestly-acin
quired right to use the title word “PAD,”
connection with a treatment for chronic diseases of
and
SPLtEK
UVKB,
the STOMACH.
NAIARIAL BLOOD POISONING.
HOLMAN’S PAD has such complete co ntrol over
the most persistent CHRONIC DISEASES
of the STOMACH and LIVER, including INDIGESTION, all forms of DVNPEP.IA,
BILIOUS and SICK HEADACHE, NERand SLEEPPROS THAT ION
VOUS
LESSNESS, as to AMPLY iustify the eminent
Professor Loomis' high encomium: “IT IS NEARER A UNIVERSAD PANACEA THAN ANYTHING IN MEDICINE !’’
BEWARE OP BOGUS AND IMITATION PADS. EACH'GENUINE HOLMAN PAD bears the PRIVATE REVENUE STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY,
being the above Trade Mart printed in green.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

(P. O.

of

on

Box

P IVATE LESSORS,
and
on tbe 5th of September at his ne
over
rooms, No. 146 Treniont street
store.
Music
Schmidt’s

CO.,
RT. If.

Consultation Free.
Dr. Holman attends daily.
Suitable rooms for the reception of lady patents.

elegant

LIFE ROOT!
THE

Jflra. O’NEl Eli will also be prepared to receive
in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 5th.
sepl5d3m

andallDise

143 Pearl Street.
dti

Jan24__

St. Elizabeth’s

Academy

T E H. M

September 5th, for1881.
School affords
acquiring
facility
education.
THEsolid and finishedevery

cured me. I
it
valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may bo o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,
one bottle of
recommend it as the only

TEACHER OF FRENCH AND DRAWING, also
German and Italian.

W. F.

class

Miss

Bradbury’s
jly23eodtf

A*

SEWAIll),

buv

a

Schooner

Mobile,

novl 4-dlw

NOV.$50 and
rewarded

by leaving

..i
EEMEDY

FOR SALE OR TO LET
at Knightrille.
STORY AND A HALF HOI SF, Wood,

with
stable connected.
Inquire of JOSEPH F.
FOWLER, No. 7 Commercial Wharf, or No. 12
novl0d2w*
Monument St.

-FOR-

Price
DESIRABLE property in Yarmouth.
$3,600.
Inquire of E. D. FREEMAN,
Att’y at Law, Yarmouth.

A

neuralgia!

FORT SALE.

CRAMPS,

._Sprains, Bruises,

NEWhouse with all the modern improvo-

A

Burns and Scalds,

V. ments, in one of the most desirable locations
Congress St. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,

on

—-rJI Sciatic®, Baekacke.
Frosted Feet and

93 Exchange St.

ecdSw

oct29

_1#|

flX
Orrington Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orring on, Maine, about three miles from
City of Bangor. Said mill has a never failing

THE

the
water

power, two

run

of £•

ur

foot burrs and all

HORSES.

machinery for doing a large custom busiground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling house goes with the
mill. Reason for selling: 111 health of »ba proprienecceBsarv
ness.
Always

One trial will prove its
Ci Jj merits. Its effects are in
■pa

|
TO

w.

LET.

BIBB
convenient, pleasant and desirable

•

'"rSfe:

|

No. 37 Plum

md&i,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

WOLFE’S

FOR SALE

SCHNAPPS.

50 Bbls.
For Sale

Cape Cod Cranberries.
by C. W. SMITH, No.

12 Market St.

HORSES

Price* reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed,

leadly

DIRECTORY.

Accountant and Xotarj- Public.
CEO. C. COOMAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Street. Portland.

_

Admiration
OF THE

WORLD.

me.

LINIMENT

SOULES
care

the worst forms of

SCIATICA
after all else has failed.
Use only Z*A K€*I£ bottles for Sciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
$1.60; small bottles (for sprains. Lame Back, &c),
76 cents. Sold by ail druggists. F. W. Ki’DER
A NON, Proprietors, ffoaton, Mas*.
dim
nov9

BEAUTIFUL PARLOR LAMPS.
ART

STORE,

593 CONGRESS

Horses to Winter.
take

10

or

in Deering.
WILL

12 Horses

Apply

DONALD, on the premises,
167 High St., Portland

to
or

the Gerry Farm
CHARLES D. Me
to JOHN C. GERRY
oct22dtf
on

ILSLEY BROTHERS,
UNDERTAKERS
210 Federal Street.
seplOT Th&S3mos
EVANS’
T.
Advertising Agency and Printers’
C.

Warehouse,
106 IVASBINnion SI.,

BOSTON.

Dealer la Wood and Metal Type, and all kind, of
Printer,’ Material,. Advertisement, inserted In all
paper In the United States or Canadas at publisher.’
direct price. Send for estimate*.

THEJSLANDS.

Steamboat

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.—For
£•£5
stations, through to Burlington, Mwanton, Montreal and Ogdtnaburg.
*4.15 p. m.—For Fabyan’a and intermediate eta
tions.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:

Line.

STEAlKIERliiNNEHAHA

trains

^

LEAVES

Diamond, Trefethen’s

Portland.

all

a.

Peaks.

and

Evergreen Landings.

6.16 A.M.
8.46
10.30
2.00 P.M.,

7.00 A.M.
9.30
11.06
2.30 P.M.

3.15

11.45 a. n*.— From Fabvan’fi.
5.57 p. to.— From Burlington and Swan ton.
d. HAMILTON. Snp’t.

7.10 A.M.
8.16
10.65
2 20 P.M.

4.30

6.00

6.10

3.36
6.10

6.40

6.30

gel 4

ocldtf

dtf

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 0

KM., and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient

and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecBdtf
sengers will be taken by this lino.

Eastport, me., Calais, me., St.
Joint, IV. B., Halifax, IV. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
FACE AKRANGEmENTS.
PER

TRIPS

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER MONDAT, SEPT. l»«h,SteamIhi. Line will
m
ot
'~rur Leave Etailroad Wharf)
of
foot
State
every
street,
Monday.
at 6 p. iu., for Eastport and
Wednesday, and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
■■■HI

1

■

ECjaUagSSfisat

Friday

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan,
L'igby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Bail Roads,
St.

and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InCS^Freigbl
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
at
State Rooms and further information
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exohange St.,
SFY. President, and Manager.
sep!6dtf

apply

Dexter,

Belfast

or

Bucksport, Sunday

ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, Oct. 17
P“8engei Trains will leave

On and after

^^r—x'^3PorilaBd
Tin

and
at 7.30 a. m.,
p. in
arriving at Worcester
7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
a., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6 JO p.

*■■'1.5*5

■1

2.16 p,

m.

and

CLYDEVS
Philadelphia A Hew

Uli

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and fiy
piag at 7.30 a. tu. and t£.45 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

For

England

1.45 p. u.
Rochester, Nprlngvale, Alfred, Water boro and Naco River.7.30 a. m.. 1.45
m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
11.Oo
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.,
a. m.. and 3.65 p. m.; arriving at Portland

STEAMSHIP

For

FROM

{s

(mixed) 9.35 a. m., tl.lOp. m.
For Gorham,
Naccarappa,

—AHD—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

after

17th,

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

run as

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10

Saturday.
a.

12.35 and 5.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.16 p.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1.
p. m.
ARRIVALS.

Ho

m.,

Wharfage.
From

Long Wharf, Boston, 8

p.
Pine Street Wnarf.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines-forwarded free of commission.
Paanage Eight Dollars. Round Trip $15,
Meals and Room included.
Fcr Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. *AMP«OH, Agent,
daSlil
IO 1.01*0 Wharf. Rmiaa
__

m.

From

m.

30

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
uebec,
12.30 p. m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

Portland, Bangor & Machias

74 EXCHANGE STREET

STEAMBOAT CO.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wanker
Cincinnati, Mt. Loui-,Omaha, Naginaw, 8f. Paul, 8alt Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all points in the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER .Superintendent,
octl7dtf
__

Eastern

_Railroad,

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER ICtli, 1881

Dandrnff, allays all itching,
stops falling Hair and promotes a
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in largo
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold by all Druggists.

I

'Rheumatism, Lumtago^B
■ Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises, fl
■ Asthma, Catarrh, Cough6, Colds, H
■ Headache, and all

S,W&w8mos22

I

SACRED SONG.
of the best Sacred
SoDgs of the day, will be a most valuable addition
to our libraries, and is full of gems
Among the authors we notice the names of

Id! ^erna'\jaD<i

|l
fl

1111|

TuTb&Sly

aug

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

Gounod, Sullivan, Marzials, Abfc, Thomas, Smart
und Pinsuti, and there are more than 30 others of
good repute. Gounod’s “Green Hill far away;”
Faure’s v‘Palm Branches;” and Abi’s “Above the
Stars,” indicate the high character of the core positions, whifd* are 58 in number.
Price $4.00 Boards; $4.50 Cloth.

4rtli&wtt

^

and aches,
ex^erna* rcmcdy

pains

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts

splendid new collection

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

ARRANGEMENT
October

35th.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
CHARLES DEERING.
Maswill leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland,
every
Tuesday
ter.

evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of
Express Train from Boston, for Stockland, Castiue, Deer lule. Nedgwiok, 4o. Went Harbor. B‘*r Harboriiud
ill bridge. Will leave
wh^rf every Friday evening nt 11.15
same
o’clock, for Rockland, Caatine, l>eer Isle,
Nrdgwick «S. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor,*
Millbridge Jouenport, and fHachiai«port.
Returning, leaves Machiasport every Tlonday viortaiug, ai 4.80 o’clock, and Millbridge every .Tlouday and Thursday at 8.00 a. in.,
touching as above, arriving In Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Connects every trip at Rockland with Sanford

steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor witn
steamer for L&moine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
S. S. Co

TRADE

TRADE
for

eure
M^nnfiuB| Weakness.

Seminal
Im potency, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse t as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Ape, and
other Diseases

J

ior

Cures

■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,

realities nr

This inspiring title belongs to a new S<^NG BOOK
for SUNDAY SCHOOLS, just out. It is by Abbey
Ar ITIungrr. who made a decided success iu their
last book, “White K«-bk»,” and who, iu this new
compilation, furui li a number ot the sweetest mel180
odies ever placed in a collection of the kind.
pages, and ab ut as many soDgs, many of them
to
the
the
as
in
as
well
Prayer Meeting,
sdapied
iunday School, ft*rice 35 eta.

The North Horn Silver Mining Company organized under the laws of the State of New York, with
capital of $4,000,000 in 4< >0,000 shares, full-paid
and non-aesessable. The com pany has aeqnired title
to the Qreat Republic, Spanish, Wolc -tt, Rosa. Comstock and Vanderbilt (tines, embracing more than a
mile of the f-mous Horn Silver Ledge, near Frisco,
Utah, about 225 miles southwest of Salt Lake City,
Xhe Spanish mine is only 1,500 feet from the Horn
Silver Mine, and the croppings of the North Horn Silver Ledge in many places show a width of 150 feet of
a

vein matter.
Concerning the Horn Silver Ledge
Professor J. S.
of the Columbia School
of Mines, and an authority iu both this country and
Europe, «ays: “The Horn Silver Mine contains the
most valuable body of silver ore known to exist in
"
And again: “The Horn
any mine in the world:
Silver Mine stands to day as having a greater ascertained value than any other silver mine known.'*
As an indication of the richness of the ledge it
may be said that the Horn Silver produced in the
first nine months of this year nearly $1,100,000.
and the quarterly dividends amount to $300,000.
The properties owned by the North Horn Silver
Company have been reported on
by Thomas
Couch, formerly superintendent of the Horn Silver,
and his report is indorsed by Professors Newberry
and Clayton. Mr C uch, in his report says:
“Each of these claims embraces a part of the vein
known as the Horn Silaer—this name having been
applied to the vein from the first location made
upon it. and because of the immense unparalleled
body of argentiferous lead ore devoloped there-

Newberry,

gy-Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every one. (Mir The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggist* at fl per packugc, or six packages for f.3
or will be seut free by mail on receipt of the money, by
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Stroot, Buffalo, N. Y.

B5f»Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 271
and lowiQ If Stone, cor. Congress sad Groan Sts.
aug29dlyr

6.30 a. m.% A special Sleeping Car will t**
ready for ooenpanev In Portland station, at 9.00
p m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

at

for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Ke- nebunk. Wells, North and

Goagreos 8t.,

and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machiasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Oct. 20,1881.
oc20-dtf

Biddeford,
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Lynn, Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.

At 1.00 p. ui. for Cape Elizabeth, scarboro, Saco,
Bi 'deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

ern

*

points.
Trains leave Heaton.

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trails leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a in).
Through ticket* to all points West and
*oufb may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Kastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
10 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and I <cnet Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
octlS
dtf

so

favorable to the devel-

uciug ii » uenvj uouj ui auu
copper ore.
Mr. J. E. Bamberger, the well-known merchant
of Salt Lake City, under date of May 27, 18*^1,
writes concerning this property:
^
“I arrived here early this morning and visited the
mines of the North Horn Silver Company. I found
the •tevelopmeats in a most satisfactory condition
and much
my sanguiue expectations. They
are now sinhii g a shaft ou he Great Republic, and
cross-cutting the vein of the Wolcott. Both of these
workings are in miueral corresponding with that of
the Horn Silver, and of a much more promising
character than the Horn Silver ever had with the
same amount of work.
Furthermore, the croppings
of these mines are the same as those of the Horn
Silver. The Great Republic and Wolcott veins are
from 50 to 200 feet wide, and I do not think there
ia another vein of this extent in the country. I tell
that these mines will be the biggest and
you now
best ever opened, and fully equal to the Horn Silver.
Everyone who has seen these mines confirms my
opinion.
Superintendent Coach is pushing the
work with ail possible speed, and he is the most
competent man in the country.”
The lollowing is an extract from the
report of the
Special Committee sent out by the Board of Directors in July last to examine* the
property: “We
found in the Spanish Tunnel a fiae shewing of lowgrade galena ore. This tunnel ,bas been driven a
length of 34 feet—ail in mineral. In the Republic the
tunnel has been driven 38 feet, with the expectation
of cross-cutting tne vein, which, by the croppings,
shows a width of trom 50 to 150 feet. They are
putting down a shaft also on this mine, which has
already reached a depth of 50 feet. In company
with Mr. J im
of Leadville, we descended the.
shaft and found all the workings in a solid body of
low-grade gelana ore, improving with depth and
very promising. We next visited the Vanderbilt
mine, and there found a tunnel, which is now in 88
feet, the workings also being in mineral. The next
mine visited was the Wolcot*., which to your committees eems the most promising claim of all. Tn
the upper tunnel of > his mine, which is now in 25
feer, they have struck mineral
moderately;
but the most important fact is, it snows the continuity of the immense vein running through this great
property. Several hundred feet below we found
the Cope Tunnel, which is now in 86 feet. This tunnel has expose 1 a vein of
copper ore showing a
width of from 20 to 25 feet, yielding about 30 per
cent in
It is proposed to run in 45 feet
copper.
further and then cross eut the vein. If we get the
vein here as we have it elsewhere, and only a moderate grade of ore, we will have one of the largest
mines and most valuable properties on the conti-

beyond

Foley,

assaying

FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Island.,

New

Zealand

and

Auatralia.
The new a»
splendid steamers sail from New
Fork on tbc ICth, 29th and 80th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisoo
as below.
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Not. 10.
S. 8. Colon .JCov. 3 0 | E.S. Crescent City,.. Not. 29
For freight or passage ■ ates and the fullest lnfor
(nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BAKTI.ETT X CO.,
113 Stale Siren, c.i Broad htl.. Hasten.
or to vF. D. LITTLE & 00.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
Je38dtf

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, Wbilt Star and
A arbor I.inr. of European Steamer.
’ailing weekly from Boston and New Fork. For
further

particulars call

on or

address

be able to place the mines
company
dividend paying condition within the coming year.
The entire amount of the treasury stock of the

company remaining unsold (91,000 shares) having
been purchased by a syndicate, an offer of the same
is now made for inscription by the undersigned at
$2 10 per share.
By special contract between the Syndicate and
the Mutaal Trust Company, a fund sufficient for
the purpose has been deposited with the Trust
Company to cover the interest on the preferred
stock for

a period of six years.
Interest will be adjusted to

422 CONGBE8I STREET,

dt

commence on

date ef

subscription.
The following is the form of the guaranty of in
terest which is printed upon the face of the certifl
cates and signed by the proper officer of the Mutual Trust Company.
THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW-YORK.
Will for six years from date hereof pay fifteen cents

per share per annum, on the shares represented by
this certificate, payable semi-annually on January
1st and July 1st.

.Treasurer.

New York,.1881.
Fifteen cents per share is equal to

7 1-10 per cent

upon the subscription price.
Allotments will be made in full of amounts

per

annum

of

2,500 and under, and the remainder will be alloted pro rata for amounts exceeding $2,600.
Checks in payment may be made payable to

th
rder of the Mutual Trust Company, Trustee, br to
he undersigned, and should accompany tihe sub

scription.

Subscriptions will be received until
the 21st day of November, 1881,
at 3 o’clock P. M.,
and

the allotments made on the following day.
may be made to
THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY,
116 Broadway, New York,

Applications

or

to

THOMAS J. HURLEY & CO
18 Wall-st.. New Itork,
Where maps, reports, and full information can be
obtained.
nov 17Th & Sat
NDBVUUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerte and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul
sions, nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory.
Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by over-

Spermatorrhoea,

ertion, self-abuse,
to misery, decay
recent
ment.

cases

or over-indulgence, which leads
and death. One box will cure
Each box contains one month’s treat-

One dollar a b^x, or six boxes for live dollars; sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price. We
With
guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
each order received by us for six boxes, accompanied
with five dollars, we will se. d the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued
through H. H. HAY Si CO., Druggists, only agents
in Portland, Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
uovl6
d&wly46
•

_

IMPORTED

WOES &
•f

LIQUORS-

all kind., la Ike

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,
Hi-

—.OB SALK

fi. STANLEY &

T. P. MCGOWAN, Bookseller,
o

I

Since the foregoing rfljort was written furthe
developments have Dees made which warrant the^v
belief that, with an
outlay of less than $100,000,
the
will
in a

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

Saco,
South

At y.HO a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 06 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.VO p. in. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Care.

AFTER TARING.
IEFORETAKIIIB.consumptnin?>i,>naaa
Premature Grave.

uddressing

2 a. m. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

At

a. m.

*

Portland.

flgp^Pasfengers

p. m.
At S 43

*

n.

C'oming West,
connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday) with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings

removes

THE BANNER
OF VICTORY

FALL

To

Northwest, West and Southwest.

TRUST

OF NEW-TORK.

nent.”

time.

MONDAY, OCT.
ON 1881, trains will
follows:
and

Bostpn

Railway of Canada.

change"of

connection with

and water Lines.
Through Rate« named and Bills of Lading riven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi «
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Wm. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Are., Philadelphia.
f*b6

Shia,

Grand Trunk

LINES

BOSTON

OLD COLONY RAIL.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. Low
Line, Quick
^emi-Weekly
Kates, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting al
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, 8. C., Wa*hington, D. C., Heorge*
town. D. C., Alexandria, Fa., and all Rai
in

and 6.10 p. m.
Cumberland
Woodford’s,

Westbrook
and
at 7.40 a. m., tl*45, 6.40 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. ns.
The t.45 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jane, with 11 oosar Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
IVew York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with IV. V. A N. E. R.
R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
West.
the
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk It. K.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at ftolims & Adams’, No. 32 Exchange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE<
T. Supt.
jn24dtf

NEW YORK.

Established over 40 years.
Enormous and increasing sales

sat tn

The *.avorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks wil) alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, ar 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
}StT Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J> B. fOVLBi Jr., Qc ria Agent.
aprb
dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. li.

at

MUTUAL

—iuo wpo iiuiuci

Ported and Worcester Line.
___

THE

West that exhibits features

Limited Ticket* timt aud aecond clan* for
*
John and Halifax on *ale at reduced
rate*.
PA YSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Oct. 17th, 1881.
tf
OctlS

WINTER

INTEREST AT 7 PER CENT PER ANNUM
PAYABLE IN GOLD ON JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1, FOR SIX YEARS, GUARANTEED AND PAYABLE BY

opment of a great mine nor one with the samelimited developments that I feel so safe in reoom
mending to the public. Its far-fa'»-ed neighbor, the
Horn Silver, with the same openings, was no eomparison. But at a depth of one hundred feet it had
no rival."
All of the North Hern Silver workings
consisting
of four tunnels and two shafts, are now in mineral

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
to

OF UTAH.

surface features or Indications of the vein
traversing the several claims mentioned, are, in my
opinion, indicative of a valuable property or vela of
ore at no great depth.
I know of no vein in the

a. m.

run

MINING COMPANY

“The

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

morning.

North Horn Silver

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

THREE

Stock

OF THE

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

John, 8.16 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; Muck* port,
б. 00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Huugor, 7.05 a. m., t7.45
p. m.; Dexter, 7.10 a. m., 4.15 p. m.; Belfavt,
6.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8 10a. m.,
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12a.m. 1.66, flO.OO
(Mondays only) Angewta,
p. m.; and 5.1o a. m
6.00 a. m 9.58 a. m., 2.42 p. m., 110.65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m.. 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m..
tl.04 p. m Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.00
p. m.* Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.36 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.25 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillip*, 6.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; Winthrop 10.15
as
a. m. oeing* due in Portland
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.40.
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston.
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.50 rp.
trains from
m.
The afternoon
Vvatervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Pullman
train
at 1.60
m.
The
Express
Night
p.

not

Registered, Treasury

Semi-Weekly Lice to New fork.

Po-tland,

Throughout Europe and America.

norl2

91,000 Shares

Steamship Company. Preferred.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

18 BEAVER STREET,

IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.

This

Maine

Commencing

HairRestorer

jne4

STEAMERS.

OTIS HAYFORD. Snpt.
ocl8dtf

It

dtf

Cntil further notice passenger
will run as follows:

17,1881.

BlLSlMUM ®s.4»!
B C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine. AZYLO
lovely tonic and Hair Dressing.

octl

TELEPHONE 433.

CHARGE OF TD1E.
after Monday, October 3rd, 1SS1,

On and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Mrs. S. A.Allen’s

eodfcf

1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 ((.Oak, for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine box
boars.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent O. R. K. of N. J.

-AND-

WORLD'S

DAVIS.

F.

CYRUS

oc8

STREET.

Gen. Pass.

Leave

Oct.

a

trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

THE

Pattern and Model Maker.
JT. I. B AROUK, 32 Crons St., Portland

FINE

SALE.

0c28-dtf

n. A. QUINCY, Boon. 11, Printer.
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

Will perfectly

JFOR

The two fine Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Wm. W. Wreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

Book Binders.

BISHOP

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or ether causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
As

novlG dlw*

13 Mai ket Square. Portland.

BUSINESS

d&wly4U

novl7

Schiedam Aromatic

Street._

JOST & MORTON,

Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. per M
■
bottle. Sold everywhere.
ILnry, Johnson £• Lord, Proprietors, H
Burlington, Yt

Photographer’s Rooms 618 Va Congress st.,
recentlyoccupied by J. M. Peck, and now occupied by C. W. Hearn, and also other rooms.
Apply to ELBRIDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.
oct!4dtf

THE

(ga/id

jgg.

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. Send ad-B
BBBBBB dress for pamphlet, free, gi v- M
ing full directions for then
M|p> treatment of above diseases. B

For farther information, call on or address
BRASToW BROS.,
Brewer Village, Maine

tor.

It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
--paa Sores, &c., on

I

To JLet.

and

ISLAND STEAMERS

ADENCV,

Tourists’

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; St.

all

and
other
OEars,
Pains and Aches.

_dH

Jed-

WM.

noSMtf

only.

FOR SALE.

A

BERRY,

ROUTE.

CRANE.
D. H. MILLER.
Prom Bouton direct every WBDNEIDII
and HATl’KDA V at 3 P. n.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Point* Sonth and South
C. P Gaither.
west via Va. and Georgia Air Line.
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Mas*. To all
points of North and Sonth Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartansborg, Greenville,
the Carolina! and Georgia Point* Waldo A.
Pearoe, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boeton,
Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
agents.
Passage la Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, SI‘A 2d Class,**.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Central Wharf. Boston.

FOR

Rangeley Luke, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Etcadficld, West Waterville and North
Adnoh. 12.30 p. in.,
Farmington via
If runaw'ick, 7.00 a. m.

eod&wly22

Je

For Rent.

STEPHEN

steam

>

Wa$liin;ton Street, Boston.

mh26dtf

On and after Mouday, Oct. 17th, PaMnenger
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.40, and tl 1.16 p m.; St. Andrew*, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroo*took County,
Moonehead Lake, and all stations on It. A
f*i*cataqui» R. R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Buck* port, Dexter, Relfa*t and
Skowhegan, 12.30 p. m., 12.40 p. m., Jll .16 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m„ 12.40
p. m., 11.15 p. m and 5.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
AngUMta, Hallow-ell, Gardiner, Richmond.aud Brun*wick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 6.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m.; Auburn and Lewiaton, 12.30 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. Lewi*ton via Brunnwick 7.00
a. m., til.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip*,

ware

upper or
lower tenement in ihe western section of the
city. Apply to GEO. F. JUNK1NS, 180 Middle St.
novl4

BUSINESS CARDS.

or

JOHN HOPKiNg,
WM. LA WHENCE,

{SSJSS.,

NEW ENGLAND

iitO

1111 OTTRAL RAILROAD.

ESTATE.

REAL

A

Portland,

aug30eod3m

Congress

between
The finder wilt be liberally
it at No. 7 Salem st.
novl6dlw*

$00.

BROOK

New York aad PMhdelpbiA

prices.
Stage connections with Beinis, Rangeley Lakes,
Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld, Pern, Livermore, West
Somner and Turner.

J. W. KITTRE'S}®e> A«enl.
ROC HUND, IT1ABNE.

oct21d&wtf43

Pocket Book Cost.
15th a pocket book, containing

ticket* (at any
office in New England) via

ROUND

Canton for Portland and
and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canti n, at 7.3Q
a. m. aud. 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston
at 7.20 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Saturday tickets to return Monday at reduced

;tFJALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_*£S

FOR SALE.

JLOST
Nov. II. 1881, Black Cloth Circular Cape, either on Brackett or
Commercial Sts, between Vaughn
and the foot of Brackett or Boston
& Maine depot. The finder will be
suitably rewarded. Return to J.
W. Muuger, 166 Fore St.

buy

sure to

boat

dtf

jj

Elixir of Life Root Conipauy,

d3w*

LOST AND FOUND.

4

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAM NO Jb'QlTAL.

n

PROF. UI. SAUCIER,
PIANIST, and Teacher of Pianoforte.

35 to 60 tons N. M.

Smack,
smack preferred. F. W. MILL*K & CO.,
TOWellAla.
oct29d2m*

Be

j; t^fi’JSrfiWaLewIston. 4.20

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Teacher of Elocution,
Y. ffl. C. A. Rooms, Congress and Elm Sts.
nov4

completely

to say that

MISS MARIA E. ODELL,

in

has Mold

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Iyittbedgk, Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining's. *ef, I was induced to try a bottle of your
OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
EL

a

Special Attention will be given to French.
For further particulars apply at Convent of
56 FREE STREET.
Mercy.
aug29dtf_

Pupils received singly or
Apply at Miss Sargent and
School, 148 Spring St.

arising

over 1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.
I have 8old over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Hoot, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.

Druggist

A

Will Re-open for tbe

FALL

es

as
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dost Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
and all Diseases
Complaints,
or the Urinary Organs.

opportunity

WANTED.

Stone Balias
Express Trains, Double Track,railroad

Romford Fails & Bucidield

therefrom such

nov9d2w

novl7 dim

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS,

Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints

Glveu to private pupils by tbe subscriber.

AN

SALESMAN and book-keeper in the Varnish
and Oil business. Addre s with reference P. O.
Box 1019 Portland. This is a good
f< »r a young man who can make himself useful in
both positions.

STATION IN NEWYOBK^mumm.
Rost Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading: R. R.
NINTH AND ©KEEN ITREBTI,

BANNER

KIDNEY REMEDY!

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

BOY WANTED IN A DRUG STORE.
active, willing boy with fair education, to
learn the Drug and Paint businees. One who
lives in the city. Address
P. O. Box 1176, City.
novl8-dlw*

WASTED.

Philadelphia.

Steamship*

Claw

pupils

rooms,

Situation Wanted.
SALESMAN having ten years experience in
and Shoe Business; capable
A wholesale Boot
of commanding a good trade, is now open for an eneither
as
travelling or store salesman.
gagement
Address, “SALESMAN,” this office.
novl7d3t*
Nov.
17th,
1881,
Portland,

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

tion.
All tiain3 stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments.
First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Son'ua may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
». H. STEVEN8, God. Agent. Portland.
octl5

Arthur

CONCERT
Address, Messrs. Furbush & Son’s Piano
435
St.

txt a vrmo
1 f XXXI X

A

-OF-

The term opens on tbe 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any time.

$2.00.

744 Broadway,

2112)

Voice,

to inform bis numerous friends and tbe public
that be will be prepared to receive pupils for

by Absorption through

Tiie' S’erv<r£oi'ces and
““the Circulation.

TRACK MARK.

ELIXIR

Italian Singing

the

begs

UOLMAN’S

n

Physiology of

J. W. COLCORD,

gay,

—London World.

MB. II. N. O'NEILL,
Teacher of Eoglah anil

lini

Bound Brook Route.

Monday,

Trains on Boston & Maine road conneot with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, FJachias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

MEDICAL.

EDUCATIONAL

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your Pain Killeb, and it gave
immediate relief. I have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

me

HOLMAN PAD
They sat together

use

forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts of the world Is, It never
fails. It not only effects a permanent cure,
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, It Is safe
In the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain
Killeb would All volumes. The following
extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:

occupation.

after

JKocbeatcr,

for

G. H. Walworth. Saco, Me., writes:

and

/*

STEAMSHIP A.INB,

Oct.
Train*
:>7, 1831, Paauenger
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-J5-a-“-FOB RONTON at 8.45 a.m. 1.00
and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
m
a. m., 12.30, 3.S0 p.
arriving at Portland at
12.05. 5.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford, and Klennebnnk, at 8.45 a. m. 1.00. 8.30 and 5.30 p. ra.
For Well*, North Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Oreat Falls, Borer, New Market, Exeter,
Haverhill. Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a.
and
ra., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For
Fartninjgton, N. 81., at 8.45 a. m.v 1.00 and
3.30 p. in. For Alton Bay, at 8.45 a. m. and
3.30 p. m. For Manchester and Concord,
N. 11., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning Train
leaves Kennebnnk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p. ra. Returning on train leaving Boston at
12.30 p. m.
Parlor Car Seat* secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
safer "The I .CO p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
connects with all Rail Line* for New
train
York nnd the South and Went.
SUN DAY TRAIN* Leave Portland for
Bouton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Bouton
for Portland at 6.o0 p. m.

Pain in the .Back and Side.

Or sent

the advertising columns of their local paper,
when he suddenly exclaimed, “Look, only S15
for a suit of clothes!” “Is it a wedding suit?”
she asked. “Oh, no,” he replied, “it is a business suit.”
“Well, I meant business,” she replied. That settled it.—Hotel World.

On

There

Pain Killer.
This remedy is not
or Petroleum product

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

Neuralgia, Sprains,

receipt
by mail, post-paid,
FULL TREATISE SENT FREE.

Wit and Wisdom.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

A long,

ing

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL.

attempted.

ou

a.

tion at the morning
p. in.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa
tor. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p.
•uuwi

Rev. C.

In riding through the country, I am often
surprised at the way that many farmers
leave their valuable machinery in the field,
just where they left off using it. It does not
take many seasons for the beBt mowing mar
chines to become worthless, if left for a
month or so each year exposed to the decaying influences of the rain and sun. I should
carry my idea of putting all farm tools un-

SON, Importers,

UK* FORK ST., PORTLAND HI,
Ml

